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News In Brief
Pravda: non-nuclear explosion
caused the Chernobyl accident
MOSCOW (AP) — The Communist Party newspaper Pravda
today gave Soviets their first detailed account of the Chernobyl
disaster, saying a non-nuclear explosion 10 days ago blew apart
the building housing a reactor and shot flames nearly 100 feet
high.
Pravda said the situation remained "complicated" because
water and chemicals were useless in extinguishing the fire, but
did not say specifically whether the reactor fire 80 miles north of
Kiev stills was burning.
Western scientists have said the reactors' graphite cores, each
about 20 feet long and totaling about 1,000 tons per reactoi; are
like pieces of charcoal that can smolder for a long time.
The Pravda account was the first detailed report on the accident to the Soviet public. Some officials traveling abroad have
provided additional information but domestically the government has issued only brief reports.
It followed a government statement Monday that gave the
broadest description of the affected area and the first indication
from the Kremlin that radioactivity had spread beyond an
18-mile evacuation zone.
The statement also indicated contamination threatened a river
that feeds a major reservoir north of Kiev, the Ukrainian capital
of 2.4 million people.
Pravda said there was a partial discharge of radioactivity in
the accident, but did not report the level or current emission
readings. It did not explain the cause of the explosion, but said it
was not a nuclear one.
"An explosion destroyed structural elements of the building
housing the reactor and a fire broke out," it said. "That happened
at night. After the explosion the engine room coating' took fire.
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MSU Honors Day set for Friday
Honors Day at Murray State
University — a program each
spring to recognize students who
have distinguished themselves
by academic achievement and
leadership — is scheduled at
3:30 p.m. Friday, May 9, in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Individual presentations of
grants, cash awards, certificates and citations will be
made the by the university and
by various campus scholastic
and honorary organizations to
some 150 students. About 400
students who have met membership standards of campus honor

societies will be listed in the
printed program.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, Murray
State president, said all parents
and friends are invited to attend
the ceremony. She will welcome
guests and give an overview of
the purposes of Honors Day.
Willis Davis of Clarksville,
Tenn., who served during 1985-86
as Student Government Association (SGA) president, will
preside during the honors program. Andy Logan of Madisonville, student regent in 1985-86
and Outstanding Senior Man,
will give the invocation.

Dr. James L. Booth, vice
president for academic affairs,
will introduce the academic
deans, who will preside as
presentations are made.
Among students to be
recognized are the Oustanding
Senior Woman and Man.
outstanding students in various
academic departments and
honor societies based on
scholarship, and students named to "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges."
The Max G. Carman Outstanding Teacher Award of the SGA

will be presented to a faculty
member, and a student who has
made an outstanding contribution in service and leadership
will be the recipient of the Ralph
Woods Memorial Award.
Music will be provided by the
20-piece MSU Wind Ensemble
Brass Under the direction of
Dennis L. Johnson.
An informal reception on the
concourse outside the ballroom
will follow the program, with
members of the SGA as hosts
Commencement.exercises are
scheduled on Saturday, Max' 10
at 10 a.m. in Racer Arena

Reagan news conference tonight
TOKYO(AP) — President Reagan will hold a news conference
that will be broadcast live in the United States at 9 p.m. EDT today before he leaves to return home from the seven-nation summit of industrialized democracies, the White Meuse announced.
The question-and-answer session with reporters is scheduled
for 10 a.m. Wednesday, Tokyo time, before the president and his
wife, Nancy, board Air Force One for the 15-hour journey over
the North Pole to Washington, stopping only to refuel at Elmendorf Air Force Base in Anchorage, Alaska.
Reagan is expected to report on the 12th annual economic summit that ended today before submitting to reporters' questions.

Elsewhere...
B).a. Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Stepped-up monitoring has been ordered to
look for radioactive rain from the Chernobyl nuclear accident,
which has probably fallen on the United States already.
BOSTON — Radiation falls from the sky and rises from the
ground. Granite buildings emit it, and so do the elements in people's own bodies. Like the wind and the rain, radiation is an inescapable part of our environment.
COLUMBUS,Ohio — James A. Rhodes faces his first hurdle today in a bid for a historic fifth term as Ohio governor, opposed by
two Republican challengers who believe his place is in the history
books — not the Statehouse.
WASHINGTON — More than 10 years after being battered on
the issue, the Food and Drug Administration is cautiously looking
again at the question of whether "super vitamins" should be
regulated as drugs.
WASHINGTON — The Senate Finance Committee, making
quick work of a flurry of minor amendments,is ready to consider
some major changes that could determine whether Congress
overhauls the income tax this year.
WASHINGTON — With what one dissenter called "glib nonchalance," the Supreme Court removed a potential barrier to
carrying out executions of hundreds of death row inmates
nationwide.
WASHINGTON — New England, enjoying a boom in high-tech
industry, had the fastest personal iacome growth of any region
last year, with the poorest performance coming in states dependent on energy production, the government reports.
WASHINGTON — A Navy board has given its blessing to returning the blimp to active duty, a move that would harness updated
versions of a World War II standby and pit it against the latest in
Soviet missile technology.
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Getting the scoop
Back-hoe operator Gene Williams prepares to load a scoop of dirt
from.the Glendale Road extension project as truck driver Earl
Norsworthy stands by. According to City Planner Butch
Seargent, the city workers have moved half the sewer lines and
still have gas and water lines to go before the paving can begin.

staff phot.

Id Im

Meanwhile, Seargent says Murray water and sewer construction
foreman Max Barnett and his crews have been working six days
a week, 10 hours a day to get the project completed. Ultimately.
Glendale Road will tie into Ky. 121 south of Murray. and Seargent
estimates the entire project will be finished this fall.

Summary judgment favors MSU regents
By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Start Writer
A summary judgment favoring Murray State University's
board of regents has been handed down in a class action suit
brought against the board by
two members of the faculty, according to university attorney
James Overby.
The class-action suit had
originally been tiled by Dr.
Richard Usher and Dr. John
Taylor in February 1985 alleging
that a reduction in health in_

surance benefits effective Jan.
1, 1985 was a breach of the faculty members' contracts which
were generally in effect from
August 1984 through June of
1985.
The action had contended that
the fact that the cuts came in the
middle of a contract year constituted a breach of contract.
The judgment was entered in
Franklin Circuit Court.
Frankfort, by Judge William
Graham May 1. 1986.
Taylor and Usher are both

professors of elementary and
secondary education. Usher has
also served as president of the
Faculty Senate but has emphasized in the past that he is
not part of the lawsuit on behalf
of the senate.
The suit was first filed in
Calloway Circuit Court where it
was dismissed by Judge James
M. Lassiter, because that court
does not have jurisdiction in contract suits against state agencies. In March of 1985, the suit
was reflled in Franklin t'ircuit

Court. the court of jurisdiction in
such suits designated by the
state legislature.
Judge Graham's order
dismissing the suit said in his
findings of fact that the faculty
mi'mbers had adequate notification prior to signing contracts
for the 1984-85 school year that
the university was considering a
reduction in health benefits
He further said, that even
though the university's
— —
-- (Cont'd on page 2)

Summit ends; accords reached
Partly cloudy and mild
tonight. Low from 60 to 65.
, Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Partly cloudy Wednesday
with a 20 percent chance of an
afternoon thundershower.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies, warm
and dry conditions Thursday
through Saturday with highs
from 80 to 85 and lows from 55
to 65.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

356.9
" 359.0

TOKYO 4 AP — Leaders of
the • world's most powerful
democracies ended their threeday summit meeting today, calling for a new round of world
trade talks and adopting a major revision in world monetary
policy.
As the annual session closed,
the dollar plunged to another
post-World War II low against
the yen, a disappointment to
Japanese businessmen whose
exports become less competitive
against a falling dollar.
In the final communique of
their 12th economic summit, the
leaders of the seven industrial
democracies failed to resolve a
continuing dispute over European agricultural subsidies but

patted themselves on the back
for the recent decline in oil
prices while recognizing the
need for long-term.. stability in
the market.,
The final day's meeting ;.-as
marred by the explosion of
smoke bombs packed with
firecrackers in subway and
train stations around Tokyo The
incident was interpreted as a
harassing tactic by Japanese
radicals intent on embarrassinF.
tire largest. most intensive
security force ever assembled to
protect a summit
No one was injured, and no
serious- damage was reported,
but rush-hour traffic and mass
transit were snarled for a time
in this city of 11 million as people

returned to work at the end ot
three-day holiday
The issue of terrorism, which
has dominated the summit, was
underscored by a threat from
Palestinian radical Abu Abbas.
in a broadcast report. to target
America for terrorist-attacks
"Let him try," President
Reagan declared, responding to
reporters' questions.
The Reagan administration
won an important victory in getting its summit partners to back
preliminary talks in September
aimed at a new round of international trade talks — talks aimed
at lowering barriers. 'that
restrict U.S. sales abroad.
Administration officials have
seen the new round as crucial in.

their efforts to head idt budding
protectionist pressures in Congress 43reparations for a new
round marks a change from last
year's economic summit in
Bonn, when the U.S. effort to
launch . the trade talks was
torpedoed by France
This year, continued skepticism toward the new round on
the part of France and an alncreasingly bitter trade war between the United States and the
European Community nations
over agficultural products
seemed as recently as Monday
as likely"to kill chances of the
tip: round.
However. at the last minute.
(Cont'd on page?)
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Openings available for Summer Challenge
Openings are still available
for the 1086 Summer Challenge
Series, a program June 22-28 at
Murray State University for
academicaly talented junior
high and high school students.
The concentrated program.
offered as part of the Summer
Youth Program on the campus,
affords the students an opportunity an advanced study in one
of eight areas. All courses are
taught by members of the Murray State faculty.
Summer Challenge is open to

Summit...
(Coard from page I)
France and other Western European nations signaled their approval for a new round, said
sources, who spoke on the condi-

MSU will host
camps for area
cheerleaders
Murray State University will
be the host for cheerleader
camps June 9-12 and July 15-18
for high school, junior high and
middle school cheerleaders as
part of its Summer Youth Program activities.
Instructors for the camp will
be provided by University
Cheerleaders Association. Participatns will receive instruction
in new cheers, sideline chants,
porn pons and tumbling. They
will also be involved in private
coaching sessions each day.
Special seminars for
cheerleaders, as well as sponsors, are also planned for the
camp.
Further details about the
camp may be obtained by calling 1-800-238-0286.

students who will be in grades
eight through 12 in the fall and
who are enrolled or eligible to
enroll in their school's gifted
program. A student's principal
and/or counselor must also submit a recommendation for admission to the week-long
program
Areas of study for 1986
include:
A history course that emphasizes reading and critical
thinking; using the computer as

Lion of anonymity. .
In a shift in monetary policy
en-gineered by' Treasury
Secretary James A. BVter III,
the leaders agreed to try to
stabilize currency exchange
rates through a system of
economic checks and balances.
While welcoming recent coordination of monetary policy, by
the so-called Group of Five
finance ministers and central
bankers, Japanese Prime
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone
read a statement saying the
leaders agreed "that additional
measures should be taken to ensure that procedures for effective coordination of international economic policy are
strengthened further."
The plan, designed to avoid
wild fluctuations on currency
markets, would affect the U.S.
dollar, the yen, the West German mark, French franc and
the British pound.
Italy and Canada, the two
summit partners not now included in the Group of Five, or
"G-5," monetary powers, were
granted limited membership in
order to coordinate overall
monetary and economic policies
among the seven summit
partners.
Each nation would provide the
others with a set of economic
fOrecasts and expectationsthat

a tool, with the focus on application and problem solving; a
study of earthquakes, including
a visit to the New Madrid fault;
exploration of the mysteries of
human behavior; an experience
In the performing arts from both
technical and performance
perspectives; a study of the German language and culture;
digital electronics; and a comprehensive view of the use of
robotics in industry.
A fee of $205, which includes

Dr. Bill Price, program director, said anyone interested in the
Summer Challenge Series may
obtain additional information by
writing: Summer Youth Program, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071.

would be used as economic "indicators" of stable performance. The new Group of Seven
Is to meet at least once a year
and, when actual performance
misses the mark by a wide
margin, will jointly review
strategy.

Panel ready
to vote on
tax overhaul

The leaders welcomed the socalled "Baker Plan" to help
developing countries deal with
their burgeoning debts and called for "building on the United
States initiative."
In calling for a new round of
multinational trade talks, the
leaders proposed to expand the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade from its current emphasis on reducing barriers that
limit international product sales
to include the sale of services,
protection of intellectual property rights, such as copyrights,
and dismantling restrictions on
foreign investment.
The United States in particular has pressed for wider
protection of copyright
materials ranging from books
and songs to computer software.
Although no date was set for
the start of the new trade round,
the leaders pledged to work at
their September finance
ministers' meeting to begin
preparations for the talks.

Gifts for your
Mother

Let us help you select
that special gift for
Mom on her special day!

Pier I imports
M-F 9:00-6:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside"

We Can Help You
Do It All!

tuition, room and board, will be
charged for Summer Challenge.
Participants who choose to live
at home during the week will be
charged $117 for tuition, insurance and an incidental fee.
Meals will be extra.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Finance Committee,
making quick work of a flurry of
minor amendments, is ready to
consider some major changes
that could determine whether
Congress overhauls the income
tax this year.
Each amendment offered was
accompanied by a plan to pay
for it, so that the overall bill
would not worsen the deficit.

Judgment...

30-day outlook
The National Weather Services predicts the above patterns
in
precipitation and temperatures for the next 30 days.

(Coned from page 1)
employee handbook makes
reference to "a group life and
health insurance policy for all
employees," that handbook had
not been incorporated by
reference as part of the faculty
Trial in U. S. District Court of
members' contracts.
former Murray police captain,
The suit stemmed from the
Dale Spann, has been continued
November 1985 decision of the
to May 27 according to Spann's
board of regents to reduce facul- attorney, Richard Walter of
ty and staff medical insurance Paducah.
benefits, designed to save MSU
Spann entered a plea of not
approximally $300,000. That acguilty to one count of mail fraud
tion followed months of study by
April 3, according to court
university administrators and a records. U.S. Attorney Duane
campus-wide insurance and
Schwartz said at the time the
benefits committee and was procharge involves the use of the
mpted by an increase of some 37
U.S. Mail to transfer funds used
percent in insurance costs from
to pay for an automobile on
the previous year.
which the odometer had been
The class action suit had asked that benefits cut be restored
and that the faculty be compensated for lost benefits.
In his conclusions, Graham
said the "plaintiffs' class did not
acquire a vested interest in the
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
same health insurance benefits
General Accounting Office is
throughout the academic year
preparing to recommend that
by virtue of any representation
the Justice Department inmade in the faculty handbook
vestigate the lobbying activities
since the employment contract
of Michael Deaver, a GAO
does not by its terms incorspokeswoman said Monday
porate the faculty handbook."
night.
The faculty's case was handlThe GAO, an investigative
ed by attorneys with the Kenarm of Congress, has been contucky Education Association, at
ducting one of several governno cost to the faculty, according
ment investigations into
to reports.
whether Deaver, 48, a close
Attempts today to contact
friend of President Reagan,
Usherand Taylor for comments
violated conflict-of-interest
on the decision were
laws.
unsuccessful.
Deaver was White House

Dale Spann trial in Paducah
continued until May 27
tampered with to give a false
mileage reading.
Schwartz said that by agreement, no other charges are pending against Spann, who agreed
to have the charges presented
by information, waiving his
right to be prosecuted by
indictment."
Spann. a 22-year veteran of
the Murray Police Department,
requested retirement from the
force following his appearance
in court.

Investigation into Deaver
lobbying activities eyed

Let these professional contractors
help you with any of your
Spring Building & Decorating Needs

deputy chief of staff until last
spring, whe'll he left to start his
own lobbying firm.
Conflict-of-interest laws prohibit former federal employees
from lobbying at any time on
issues in which they participated "personally and
substantially" while working for
the U.S. government.
Allegations have surfaced in
recent weeks regarding
Deaver's dealings with clients
including Canada and defense
contractor Rockwell International Corp.
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Garrott's Galley

Basic lessons
The power plant tragedy in
the Soviet Union could deal a
severe blow to the nuclear industry. The industry — at
least so far as building new
plants goes — has already
been stopped in its tracks in
the United States because of
prohibitive construction
costs.
The Soviet Union, on the
other hand, recently announced plans to double its
nuclear output within five
years.
The inoident at the Chernobyl nuclear complex near
Kiev cannot be called predictable, but invites some
comparisons between nuclear
plants in the United States
and the Soviet Union. The
major difference is the emphasis on safety.
It is the American concern
for safety that has driven up
nuclear power plant construction and refitting costs.
The complaint has often been
heard that the pursuit of "fail
safe" systems has been carried to an extreme in the
United States, unnecessarily
restricting the development
of needed energy sources.
In contrast, no one has ever
accused the Soviet Union of
being overly concerned with
the safety of its own or neighboring populations as it-pursued cheap nuclear power.
The reactors at the Chernobyl plant reportedly were not
even housed in containment
vessels, a standard safety feature in Western nations. Containment vessels are shells —
usually made of concrete —
designed .to keep radiation

Capitol Ideas

from escaping.
The Soviet citizens who
died near Kiev may have indirectly been victims of their
government's casual attitude
toward public safety. The Soviet Union simply does not
have the independent court
system, free press, regulatory
agency pressure and informed citizenry that makes
safety the top concern in the
U.S. nuclear industry.
The Soviet incident will
justifiably increase concern
about the safety of U.S. nuclear plants. Repercussions are
still being felt from the limited and localized leak of radioactivity at the Three Mile
Island nuclear plant near
Harrisburg, Pa., in 1979, and
that incident pales in comparison with what has happened in the Soviet Union.
An intensified examination
of nuclear power will be well
and good, but there appears
to be no need to ban this energy source in the United
States.
What is urgently called for
is international cooperation
to assure that every nation
that builds nuclear power
plants adheres to stringent
safety standards.

By L.L. Knutson

House: bring back familiar faces
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By M.C. Garrott

Visiting an old friend in St. Louis
and finding her dressed up like a queen

I went by to see an old friend
in St. Louis the other day. I
found her dressed up like a
queen. She was historic Union
Station, at one time a
midwestern railway passenger
center, and through which
thousands of soldiers, sailors,
airmen and Marines flowed during five American wars. I had
boarded many trains there in
the past.
A few years ago, Union Station, abandoned by the lines it
served, faced almost certain
demolition, but many wanted to
preserve it. ThenOsomeone had
an idea. Why not convert the
magnificient old structure into a
sophisticated and modern shopping and tourist center instead
of tearing it down.
This they've done, and the
finished product is something to
behold. I could stay in there all
day and still not see everything.
Shops, a hotel, restaurants,
ethnic foods, entertainment —
it's all there. And, the shop
owners are almost ecstatic over
the way the crowds have been
coming in.
The old station's midway is
now a block-long mall, lined
with shops, restaurants and
punctuated with sparkling fountains and greenery as well as
specialty shops.
In keeping with its railway
character, most of the shops
have small electric trains
threading in and out among
Perhaps the Soviet Union their displays, blowing whistles
will join the United States in and puffing smoke.
I thought of Maybelle (Mrs.
a spirit -of cooperation to^ 2'70 Wimpy)
Jones when we passed
crease nuclear power plant one shop„"The Doll House." On
safety. If such a joint venture display there and for sale at
signaled the beginning of co- prices that make your wallet croperation in other areas with inge was every kind of doll
the public good in mind, it immaginable.
• • •
could at least be said that
If you fellows want to exsomething constructive Was perience once again the ltixury
learned from the tragedy at of sitting high in a chair while
your shoes are shined, this you
Chernobyl.
also can enjoy at Union Station.
Mind you, though, shoe shines no
longer are a nickel or a dime.
The prices posted there range
from $3.50 to 34.50, depending on

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ported by a petition organized
law of unintended consequences
by Rep. Michael Strang, Rstruck with full force at the U.S. Colo., and signed by scores
of
Capitol last month.
House members, including
At least that's the way a lot of
Republican Leader Robert
Capitol - police officers and
Michel of Illinois and GOP Whip
House members saw it.
Trent Lott of Mississippi.
In the name of increased
And within days the familiar
security, scores of officers on
old posts were once again mannthe House side of the Capitol
ed by the familiar old officers.
recently were pulled out of locaAnd Strang arose on the House
tions some of them had guarded
floor with a new message, a letfor years and dispatched to
ter of thanks to James J. Carother posts to familiarize them
vino. chief of the Capitol Police
with all areas of the Capitol and
The letter was signed by 115
its grounds.
members of the House.
The unintended consequences: Suddenly many on the
force were unfamiliar with their
immediate locale and the faces
of the people who come and go
there routinely.
Since all of the officers posted
near the House floor or along the
routes leading to it were new to
the locale, few of them recognized House members by sight.
House members missed
familiar and friendly faces in
the uniformed force. Police
morale plunged. Many officers
complained.
And a petition started circulating on the House floor to bring the regular officers back to
their familiar haunts.
A group of officers wrote to
their bosses, expressing
recognition of the need to be
ready to repel a possible terrorist attack, but also explaining
the new problems.
1
'
n
,•4.,
•
0
t(▪4,1. 7,40
On an ordinary police force,
this appeal might not have found
,
an attentive audience.
But the letter was soon sup-
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the degree of spic and span.
Among Union Station's 150
shops are a number of
sophisticated restaurants and
fancy food places. Dan Dierdorf,
at one time an all-pro defensive
tackle with the St. Louis Cardinals football team, and Jim
Hart, who was its quarterback
for years. have a restaurant
there. Dierdorf is now a popular
KMOX radio sports announcer
in St. Louis.
The famous West Coast
restaurant chain, Gilbert and
Robinson, has two places in
Union Station, Houlihan's and
Fedora's. Another is the Boston
Seafood Company.
You almost gain weight merely by walking by the Au Bon
Pain, which in French means
"the good bread." Our Sammon's Bakery regulars could
stuff themselves in there! Same
goes for the little shop where
they were making cinnamon
rolls and which sends such a tantalizing aroma drifting through
the station.
• • •
You have to see "The
Fudgery" to appreciate it.
There, talkative and personable
young people entertainingly
make one of a dozen or more
flavors of fudge candy while you
watch from behind a small iron
fence.
Thirty pounds of a kind are
cooked at a time in a big copper
kettle before being spread out in
a 30-by-48-inch sheet on a
.2,000-pouncialah of:Georgia marble. We watched as they made
some butter pecan fudge.
After it had cooled a bit, a few
nuts were sprinkled on it along
with a couple shpts of bourbon,
before one of the boys with an
edger, as we know it in yard
work and which is simply a hoe
with its blade straightened out,
began to turn and mix it, much
like you would concrete.
All the time, he is carrying on
a humorous banter with his audience, repeatedly promising "a
big sample" to those cheering
the loudest. Then a whole gallon

of nuts was dumped on it and
The rooms in this part of the
mixed in. As the candy hardenhotel range from $85 a night up.
ed. he worked it into a long
according to Christopher Stead"loaf" with a hand tool, using
man, the concierge. He was a
the trimmings as samples.
real nice and personable, and a
Then it was cut into slices and
pleasure to talk with.
put in the display cases, to be
The hotel also has several
sold along with the other flavors
huge ballrooms in which dinners
at $6 plus a pound.
from modern kitchens in the old
• • •
tunnels originally beneath the
Glass -covered historical
tracks in the rail yards are servdisplays, strategically placed
ed. The Missouri Dental
throughout the station provide
Association was having its anthe story of its"past in pictures
nual meeting in the one into
and print. Its grand opening was
which we briefly peeped.
in 1895.
• • •
Still intact above the old staLong ago, when St. Louis was
tion's Market Street entrance
little more than a fur-trading,
and above its "whispering arch"
frontier river town, there was a
is its famous stained glass winsmall lake where Union Station
dow depicting the meeting in St.
later was built. The women
Louis of the East and the West.
came here to wash their launIn the center is the figure of
dry. The men loafed along its
the "St. Louis Woman" with
banks, chatting and drinking. It
arms reaching out to one on
was a popular social gathering
each side. On her west side is the
place, and many picnics were
"San Francisco Woman," while
held there.
the "New York Woman" is on
Then the city experienced a
her east side. It's a beautiful
cholera outbreak. It was blamed
thing.
on the lake. So, it was filled in
As for the "whispering arch,"
and in time forgotten . When the
it was long said that a person
station was built in 1894, some of
standing beneath it could hear
its tracks were laid over the
another whisper from anywhere
area where the lake once was.
in the massive waiting room, toInerlentally, Union Station was
day the main dining room of the
the only railway station in tk
Omni Hotel.
county into which the trains
High up in the beautiful, old.
backed into the station.
ornate, room are four statues,
The lake has now been
two on each end and each
restored and small boats are
holding two lamps high. When
available for rent if you'd like to
they began to restore the old stapaddle around for a while in one.
tion,' two of these were missing.
On its west side is an oldThey later were found, however.
fashioned German beer garden.
and, for a handsome price.-*ere
• •• '•
returned to their originial
There's a whole lot more to the
positions.
place;
another is the fabulous
The station's old hotel on its
new St. Louis Center downtown
Market Street side has been conbetween the Famous Barr store
verted into the Omni Hotel's luxand the old Stix, Baer and Fuller
ury suites, most of which are
Store, now a Dillard's store.
$500 a night. The rest of the hotel
Yet, they're not finished at
is new, constructed out over the
Union Station. The old Railway
old track area above the shops.
Express building across the
In all, it has 550 rooms, the
street and through which
panels of which, I proudly
millions of parcels have flowed,
pointed out to our friends, were
is now being renovated for more
made right here in Murray by
shops and exciting attractions.
Ben Hogancamp and Richard
It's going to be fun to go back
Knight's folks at Lassiter
again and see what they have
Plaster Company.
done to that.

Agree Or Not
Problems of higher education
in Kentucky seem to have
created dissension among the
boards of regents at several of
the state supported universities
in recent years.
The most recent is Murray
State University where the
board has been split over extending the contract of Dr. Kale
Stroup who her strong supporters say has done an excellent job since she took over in
1983 from the controversial Constantine Curris who served as
president for 10 years, 1973-83.
However, the most volatile
has been at Morehead where
Gov. Martha Layne Collins asked the board to resign after
refusing to extend the contract
of Dr. Herb Reinhard Jr. who
took over in 1984 from Dr. Morris L. Norfleet who also had
disagreements with his regents.
A suit is now pending in
Rowan Circuit Court over a contract entered into more than 15
years ago with a Morehead
business man who developed a
trailer court and put in trailers
for student housing. The suit is
over ownership of the trailers

By S.C. VanCuron
which the state issued checks
for, but no contract can be found
detailing the transactions and
agreement. The state has
cancelled checks where it paid
for the trailers.
Dr. Sam Kern Alexander was
recently hired as president of
Western State University at
Bowling Green to replace Dr.
Donald W. Zacharias who
resigned to take a similar position in Mississippi. He had served at Bowling Green from 1977 to
1984. However, there was never
any major dissension at Bowling
Green during his tenure.
Eastern at Richmond has had
smooth transitions.
Northern Kentucky State
University, the state's newest,
has had problems becoming of
age and is now in the throes of
selecting new leadership.
The University of Kentucky
did not escape the ravages of
change. UK is not under its third
full-time president since Dr.
Donovan retired following
World War II.
Growing pains and public demand for more progressive and
effective educational programs

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Dr. Pete Panzera, professor of
chemistry at Murray State
University, was named Outstanding Alumni by Pikeville College Alumni Associaton.
Sgt. Richard 0. Larson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson of
Murray, was awarded the Army
Commendation Medal for his
service at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.
The Calloway County Lakers
avenged an earlier season 22-5
loss to Ballard County with a 6-5
upset win behind the pitching of
Dickie Nesbitt and reliever
Tommy Chavis.
Twenty years ago
Judy Hargis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Hargis was
named valedictorian at Murray
High School. Salutatorian
honors were earned by Mike
McDaniel. son of Mr. and Mrs
Charles T. McDaniel.
At Calloway High, Connie
Hopkfhs, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Joe Dee Hopkins earned

valedictorian honors and Kim
Eddie Pennington, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Pennington,
was named salutatorian,
The Murray Chamber of Commerce announced plans for the
annual Clean-up, Paint-up, Fixup week to run May 8-14.
Thirty years ago
United States Senator Earle C.
Clements was scheduled to
deliver the commencement address to the 1956 graduating
class of Faxon School.
Mrs. Roy Devine, regent in the
Captain Wendell Oury chapter
of the Daughters of the
American Revolutiop, attended
the 65th Continental Congress of
the DAR in Washington, D.C.
New officers were announced
for the Delta Department of'the
Murray Woman's Club. Named
were, Mrs. Cook Sanders. chairman, Mrs. Graves Hendon. vicechairman, Mrs. Hugh Oakley,
secretary and Mrs. Graves
Sledd. treasurer.

seemed to create a demand for
change.. and the change was to
begin with the leadership.
Dr. John Oswald was the second to follow Dr. Donovan.
Oswald moved quickly in making the changes and eliminating
the deadwood and bringing in
new and younger talent. He
moved too fast for many in the
university community and
dissension grew. He finished out
a second term and moved to
Pennsylvania.
Kentucky State University,
the state's only all-black college
at the time, felt the thunder of
change probably more than
others because it has been long
neglected or ignored. It had
been starved financially.
When Dr. Rufus B. Atwood
retired after 33 years. Dr. Carl
Hill was chosen to bring the

university into the main stream.
He was never able to bridge the
,racism gap to bring harmony to
a mixed student body. The
school's fiscal plant was
neglected while cosmetic
features were favored to create
a false harmony.
Dr. Raymond M. Burse took
over from Hill and has made
changes that seem radical to
some of the older alumni, but is
credited with improving the
schools academic starding as
well as its social position and
harmony between the mixed student body.
Local politics is blamed in
part for the situation at
Morehead. Murray and Nor.
them Kentucky.
This could be attributed to a
carry back to 25 to 30 years ago
when politics played a big role in
choosing presidents.

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
The great modern playwright
Tennessee Williams wrote these
words in Sweet Bird of Youth:
I don't ask for your pity, but just for your understanding
— not even that — no. Just
for your recognition of me

in you, and the enemy.
time, in us all.
Perhaps Williams didn't
recognize that time is only an
enemy for those who are not
prepared for its passing — or
their own.
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ding. Grandparents are Mrs. Edward Roberts
and the late George H. Ligon of Murray and Mrs.
Linda Harding and Billy Joe Harding of
Puryear, Tenn. A great-grandfather is Herbert
Orr of Puryear, Tenn.

Play on Wednesday
The second perforthance of the play, -No Boys
Allowed," will be presented Wednesday, May 7,
at 8 p.m. in Room 201 of Murray High School, 501
Doran Road. The first performance by the Senior
Class was on Monday. The play centers around a
slumber party and a Series of mistaken identities. Seniors performing will be Leslie Adams,
Phil Billington, Megan Stroup, Heather Doyle,
Robin Williams, Jon Mark Hall, David Dill, Luke
Harrington, Crissy Wolf, Penny Knedler, Shannon Christopher, Carla Jackson and Kellye
Olson. Admission will be $2 and the public is invited to attend.

Ann Harcourt honored .
Ann Riley Harcourt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jules Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia, Murray, has
been selected for membership by Lambda Sigma
sophomore honor society at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington. She was among 49
students recently initiated into the society. The
students were recognized at UK's awards' night
ceremonies April 23 for their outstanding
achievements both in the classroom and in other
campus organizations. Miss Harcourt, a
graduate of Murray high School, is majoring in
accounting.

Tennis play Thursday
The Murray Country Club Thursday Ladies'
Day Tennis Group will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
club court. Because of last week's rain, the
Ladies' Day was cancelled and the lineup for this
week will be the same one as last week as
follows: Court 1 - Joni Billington, Sheila
Farmer, Sharon Wells and Andrea Hogancamp;
Court 2 - Sharon Brown, Lois Keller, Brenda
Marquardt and Frances Hulse; Court 3 Rainey Apperson, Frankie McNutt, Emmie Edwards and Nancy Whitmer. Any player unable to
play must get her own substitute.

David Honchul named
Airman First Class David W. Honchul, son of
Delbert Honchul and stepson of Quava Honchul
of Rt. 2, Murray, has been named outstanding
airman of the quarter for Air Force Institute
of Technology. The competition was based on job
knowledge, significant self-improvement,
leadership qualities, ability to be an articulate
and positive spokesman for the Air Foce and
other accomplishments. Honchul is a public affairs specialist at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. He is a 1981 graduate of Murray High
School.

Free photos planned
Sfiapshot 1-Hour Photo in Olympic Plaza, Murray, will have a special free photo session for
children on Saturday, May 10, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Free photos for identification cards will be
taken. This also will include a record of fingerprints and physical description of children. Each
child also will receive a free sleeping beauty
sticker. This is the third time this service has
been given by the firm, according to Young Kim,
manager.

v

Cartwright gets award
Army Spec. 4 Jeffrey T. Cartwright, son of Joe
and Pam Cartwright of 1625 Keenland Dr., Murray, has been atwarded the Good Conduct Medal
in West Berlin. The award was presented for exemplary conduct while in the active service of
the United States. Cartwright is an anti-armor
weapons crew member with the 502nd Infantry.
He is a 1982 graduate of Murray High School.

Nurses change meeting
The meeting of the Kentucky Nurses Association District 13 has been changed to the third
Thursday, May 15, at 5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. In case of rain the event
will be in Room 110, Mason Hall, Murray State
University.

Kaylee Grace Ligon born
Mr. and Mrs. George Ligon of 703 North 18th
Sr-Elie--The-Farerits
ditiiihter,
-of"IiKaylee Grace, weighing nine pounds five ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on Thursday, April 24,
at 6:14 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Kathy. Har-

•

Michael Gallops enlists
Michael E. Gallops, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Gallops of 1413 Vine St., Murray, has enlisted in
the Air Force, according to M-Sgt Gary Yuill,
Air Force recruiter at Paducah. Upon successfully graduating from the Air Force's sixweek basic training course at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, Gallopsis
--scheduled td1-ece1ve-tecluila.1 -trattiing In the
general aptitude career field. Gallops, a 1983
graduate of Mesquite High School, will be earning credits toward an associate degree in applied
sciences through the Community College of the
Air Force while attending basic and technical
training schools.

Focus On The Family
Film Series
featuring

Have a datebook item —
call us at 753-1916

Dr. James C. Dobson
speaking on

We are pleased to announce
that Shelia Alexander, brideelect of Mike Cooper, has
selected her bedding, brass and
bath accessories from our bridal
registry. Shelia and Mike will be
married May 24.

Preparing for
Adolescence: Peer
Pressure and Sexuality

May 11th
5:30
N1L;rsery. Act,v.tres for Preschoolers
and Filn-ls for Chi;dren Provided

First Baptist Church

JCPenneY

203 S. 4th St., Murray

jt
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759-1400

For Information Call 753-1854
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Community events listed
Tuesday, May 6
Kappa Department
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Hong Kong Restaurant.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly I
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
---Groups of First Baptist Church WMU will
meet as follows:
Dorothy with Jo Oakley
at 11 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones with Lucille Thurman at 2 p.m.; and Bel
Walker with Nettie Bennett at 6:30 p.m.
---Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6 p.m. at club house.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Murray Moose Lodge
will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, eSouth Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Multi-A-ge Preschool
Program will host a spring open-house at 7 p.m.
at Early Chldhood
Center, North 16th
Street, Murray State
University.
---Murray High School
Band Banquet will be at
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of
school. - —Prepared Childbirth
Class will be from 7 to 9
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
---Wednesday, May 7
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Ladies day golf with
Billie Cohoon as hostess
will start with a shot gun
tee off at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
---Ladies day golf with
Sue Wells as hostess will
start with A shot gun tee
off at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club. Mary
Montgomery will be
hostess for bridge at
9:30 a.m.
---Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
---Bible Study Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in

Wednesday:May 7
parlor of First -Baptist
Church.
Murray High School
Senior Class will present a play, "No Boys
Allowed," at 8 p.m. in
Room 201, Murray High
School, 501 Doran Rd.
Admission will be $2 and
public is invited.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
---Mission groups of
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church.
---Thursday, May 8
Murray Woman's
Club will have its
general meeting at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Larry Seay's Market,
Lynnville, from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Tri City
Grocery from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
---Prepared Childbirth
Class will be from 7 to 9
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway County.
Hospital.

Thursday, May 8
Thursday, May 8
AA and Al-Anon will
Commercial art and
have closed meetings at related works
by BFA
8 p.m. at First Christian candida
te Angela
Church, Benton.- For in- Sullivan will
be on
formation call 753-0061, display in Eagle
762-3399. 753-7764 or Gallery, Doyle
Fine
753-7663.
Arts Center, Murray
---State University,
Events in Land Bet- through today.
ween the Lakes will in---clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out will
and Farewell to be at 9 a.m. at First
Halley's Comet at 7:30 Baptist Church.
p.m., both at Golden
---Pond Visitor Center.
Bazaar Workshop and
---lunch will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Chapter No. at First United
92 Royal Arch Masons Methodist Church.
and Murray Chapter
---No. 50 Royal and Select
Young- in -Heart
Masters will meet at Group of Seventh and
7:30 p.m. at Murray Poplar Church of
Christ
Masonic Hall.
will meet at 10:30 a.m.
---with program on
Reception for John residential fire safety.
Mack Carter and
---Carolyn Carter Reagan
Woodmen of World
will be from 4 to 6 p.m. Camp 591 and
Grove
in foyer of Murray High 6126 are scheduled
to
School.
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
---Corral Restaurant.
"Straight A" seniors
---at Murray High School
will be honored at a dinner with John Mack
Carter as speaker at
6:30 p.m. at the school.
NEW YORK (AP) ---The pungent grape
Meeting of Kentucky
flavor of native
Nurses Association
American grapes is
District 13 has been often called 'TOWchanged to May 15.
New York State Con---cord wines are "foxy,"
Senior citizens ac- reminding one of jelly or
tivities will be frOm 10 jam. Foxy New York
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel state wines are
also
and Douglas Centers known to be "very fruiand from 10 a.m. to 3 ty," reminiscent of
p.m. at Ellis Center.
fresh fruits.

Grape flavor
called 'foxy

.res.-41110e—

Open house planned tonight
The Multi-Age Preschool Program will host a spring open-house tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the Early Childhood Center on North 113th Street,
Murray State University. Parents interested in enrolling their children in
the 1988-87 or 1987-88 school year are invited to attend. Multi-Age Preschool
Is a five-day a week morning program for children, 3 to 5 years of age. During the open house, Joan Weber, teacher at Multi-Age, will discuss the importance of children's play and will present a brief multi-media slide-tape
show entitled "The World of a Child at Play." Children are welcome at the
open house. For more infurmation call 762-3734 or 759-4901. Children pictured at the school are, in top photo, from left, Eric Clark, Jason Owen,
Wesley James and Jonathan Graves, and in bottom photo, from left,
Jonathan Graves, Kenneth Hills and Ashley McKendree.
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Nikki Satterwhite has completed daily assignments and earned the
privilege to select a learning mat that contains exciting activites. Nikki is a
second grade student in Mrs. Redick's class at East Elementary.
Courtney Canerdy and her classmates in Mary
Johnson's kindergarten at Murray Elemen
tary
held an oriental tea festival last week to
mark
the end of a month-long introduction to
children
in other lands.
"Be a music machine," challenged Liz Bussey, teacher
of the afterschool
theater programs at Murray Elementary School during
an exercise in
creative dramatics. Her first and second grade group
decided to portray a
tape recorder. In the. center of the photo, Katie Miller
and Carroll Lane
Christopher are the slot in which the tape is inserted
. When Tommy
Holcomb inserts the tape (played by Heather Delaney
), the speakers
(Jessica Jones is the speaker on the left) begin to sing.

PTO sponsors six after-school
classes at Murray Elementary
When the last bell
rings at 2:30,- school's
not necessarily over for
the kids at' Murray
Elementary School.
This year. 75 students
have, stayed to participate in the six afterschool classes sponsored by the PTO.
"Parents do a lot of
things for children at
Murray Elementary,"
says_ _principaL,A,illie
Jackson. "The afterschool. program has offered them many
enriching experiences."
PTO president Jean
Bennett says the classes
have been able to complement what haeopens
In school by reaching
special interests and going beyond what
teachers are able to do
in the time they have.
In an art appreciation
class, Camille Douglas
and several of her
students from the Murray State Art Department introduced 20 third
and fourth-graders to
the works of Vincent
Van Gogh, Norman
Rockwell, Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec,

Franz Marz, and others "become."
through slides and
Some classes offered
discussion.
in the after-school-series
At the close of each have involved parents
hour-long session, the learning alongside their
students created a pain- children.
ting or a drawing, basJanet Williams, who
ing their creation on taught Spanish to
what they had discussed children in grades 1-4,
in class.
said the parent and
After a session on child format was
Norman Rockwell, ,for designed with the child
example, the young ar- in mind.
lige worked 911_
Vine.hour-a.week of
drawing," as a student language instruction
teacher posed holding isn't enough," she said.
an umbrella with one "The child needs sofoot on a chair. Van meone to practice with
Gogh'e paintings were at home."
the inspiration for a selfAnd when parents
portrait-an assignment
learn
with the children,
which caused a lot of
pencil chewing and per- we're showing them
that we think learning is
sonal reassessment.
Liz Bussey's theater important too.Principal Jackson
classes introduced
said
he hopes the PTO.
children in grades 1-4 to
creative dramatics and will continue the aftersome basic acting skills. school programs next
"What every actor year.
needs." she told parents
Camille Douglas says
at a PTO meeting, "is she already has plans to
the ability to relax and • make her "Great Arto concentrate. And you tists" series "bigger
have to enjoy being and better." involving
around people."
more students and
She fold the kids that perhaps including those
actors don't "act." They in the younger grades.
During National
Secretaries Week, Jimmie Lee Stubblefield,
secretary of East
Elementary School, was
surprised by balloons
and a "gorilla-gram"
delivered by a gorilla.
The gift was from the
faculty at East to thank
Mrs. Stubblefield for
her continuing service.

Recently as they left the
building to board the
busses, students at East
Elementary were sur-

prised to see a baby
dinosaur grazing
peacefully on the laun.
Actually, it was a

•

MN.

14.
-
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Visiting Mary
The children sat on
Johnson's kindergarten big pillows and ate
with
at Robertson Elemen- chopsticks,
rubber
tary last week was like bands wrapped tightly
walking into a around the ends to give
classroom in Tokya.
them confidence — like
Pictures of Japaillese training wheels on a
children and hand- bicycle.
drawn butterflies were
Only one child reon the walls. Oriental quested a spoon.
t —woe
music played softly
"How many of you
Students in second grade at East
Elemental" have cut, rooted and are
from the tape recorder have done something topotting house plants. Miss Jennifer
Norman,student teacher, is assisting
in the corner. The day you've neve done
(left
to right) Rusty Burkeen, Tasha
Shoemaker, Rains Anderson and Kris
children went without before?" asked Mrs.
Ashworth.
their shoes and wore Johnsbn.
Japanese hats they'd
"Why, I never ate
made from paper such pretty food," said
plates.
one wide-eyed little girl.
Vases of delicate
"And I never ate with
flowers' were set on a hat on," said her
every table. It was friend.
snacktime — but no one
Mrs. Johnson said the
expected crackers and Oriental tea festival was
apples.
._ks_Rec_Lat.gdekr.ation for
Instead,, parent the students to mark the
Cheryl Crouch was end of a month-long
cookink in a Wok in the study of Spanish,
kindergarten African, and Orienta
l
housekeeping center. , ways of life.
On the menu were
She said she teaches
stir-fried vegetables, - the multi-cuiltural unit
steamed rice, tea, and every year and hopes it
fortune cookies. Each - helps the children
plate was a picture, with recognize that "people
bright orange carrots, are different all over the
shreds of red cabbage world, but on the inside,
and dark green stalks of as human beings, we all
Paper, scissors and glue in the hands of budding artists
sparked the imbroccoli.
need love and
agination of Katie Crames, Kris Ashworth and Jason Mills.
Each created a
understanding."
favorite three dimensional animal. Sandy Sasso directed the
art activity in
Mrs. Redick's class at East Elementary.

Comments requested

Is there anything
you'd like to see included on the Page in the
next few weeks? A
special program? A
class activity?
If so, won't you let us
know?
The Education Page
is a service provided to
Murray and Calloway
County by the Ledger &
Times. Information is
selected by the administrations of the
Murray City Schools
and the Calloway County Schools, working with
teachers and parents. It
reflects the enrollment
of the four elementary
schools, two middle

•

schools, and two high
schools in the area.
The public schools
want to be responsive to
what parents and the
community need — and
your comments and suggestions are always
welcome.
Please call the Education Page Coordinator
at 753-4363 for the Murray Schools and 753-3033
for the Calloway County
Schools.
Or you may mail your
questions and comments to us.
Thank you for your interest. Please let us
know what you want to
know.
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Draperies
'Men
'
s & Ladies

120% off
No limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning.

2 Pc. Suits
$320
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon Wh•t• You
Bring Cleaning

Good Thru May 24. 1966
Good 'Aro May 24. 1986
• 10 •••• ••••• •••• 1

Plain

Or More
I Laundered Shirts
4

•
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Sweaters &
Skirts

folded or on 14a,ger
Sit* 14-18'; Only

.774

Nil I si

$ 1 99
No Limit With Cc..pon
Present Coupon When You
Bring (looming

No Limit With (Duane,
Proton? Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

Italian Spaghetti
Special
nowynninr
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41EXT1111
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Grant proposals
submitted for
innovations
The Kentucky Department of Education has
received
proposals
for ways to use $2.5
million provided by the
1986 General. Assembly
for educational innovations during the next
school year. The requests came from individual tekcher,
schools and school
districts.
Associate superintendent for research and
planning. Rebecca
Brown. said 4h•
amounts requested
totaled about $14.5
million.,

dinosaur model constructed by Janice
Rose's kindergarten
class and painted by a
group of gifted and
talented students. The
brontosaurus, soon dubbed "boxasaurus" due
to his construction of
various shaped boxes,
was an outgrowth of the
dinosaur unit the
kindergarten children
were beginning. Following the surpise visit, the
"boxasaurus" was put
on display in the hall
outside the
kindergarten room.
Posters were placed
around the building Inviting students to come
and examine this rare
animal mitre closely.

Tea marks end of study
of children in other lands

Good Thru May 24, 1914

Good Thru May 24 1986
4mOmot

—44(

ONLY $ 11 49
With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

lr"offma'.n

Free Refills On 0'inks

99 Special For Kids'

Laundry & Cleaners

nursenes ongt gre-ehhouseS .‘t

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You (•n? abet this well et heave for this price.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Power chair coming ofage in market
By BARBARA MATER
AP Newsteatures
Americans have eaten
power lunches and worn
power ties; now it's
time for the power
chair
At the recent furniture market in North
Carolina, chair makers
plugged into the electronics age with all the
enthusiasm of new converts. Besfdes motorized recliner chfirs and
modular seating,
cabinetry fitted for
home electronics components or _storage was
also viewed by retailers
coming to buy new
merchandise.
While furniture that
moves is far from new
(after all, sleep sofas
and recliners have been
popular for decades), a
new variation is what
the industry is calling
motorized motion
chairs. In place of the
traditional side mounted person powered handle there is
a small electronic
button.
The advantages of the
motorized chairs are
said to include ease of
operation and novelty.
They cost about $200
more than a similar
'chair without the
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SECOND FLOOR PL Alf

H-41343A
FIRST FLOOR PL AN
391 OVERALL
THE SHAPE OF THIS CONTEMPORARY salt box house is a
simple rectangle which makes it easy and inexpensive to construct. Inside, the great room — a combination living-dining room
— runs the full length of the house. A large deck is located off the
room. Plan HA1363A has 1,021 square feet on the first floor and
616 on the second.

•

feature, on average.
After an initial. successful introduction of
electric recliners in October by one manufacturer, virtually all the
others were showing
such chairs at this
market.
This also appears to
be the year recliners
have become respectable. Although motion
chair sales have grown
faster than. the industry
as a whole, in the past
their low-brow image as
the favored seat of the
beer and pretzel crowd
kept some of the more
status -conscious
manufacturers from offering them. This year a
number of these
holdouts did include
recliners in product
lines.
Although originally
the industry expected
its major market for
motion chairs to be the
elderly and infirm, early sales figures indicate
more gadgetoriented
consumers in the 30-45
age group are so far proving to be the more likely purchasers, says
Patrick Norton, vice
president of La-Z-Boy
Chair Co.
A market does
already exist in
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The compass saw is
very much like the
keyhole saw. It also will
make small cuts when
only one side of the
material is accessible,
but the keyhole saw is a
bit thinner and finer.
It's a good idea to buy a
special handle that
comes with several different, special-use
blades. In some of these
handle sets, blades for
cutting metal are also
available.
A coping saw cuts intricate circles, irregular
shapes, sharp angles
and curves in thin wood,
plywood, hardboard,
etc. Its replaceable
blades are thread-like
wire. Using a spiral
blade permits you to cut
in any direction without
having to turn the handle, a definite plus in
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LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

close work. When an interior cut is needed, a
hole is drilled, the blade
threaded through the
hole and then attached
to the frame. Of course,
this limits the use of the
coping saw to a cut fairly near the edge of a
panel. The keyhole and
compass saws, not being in a frame, have no
such limitation.
When you have to
shorten a screw or bolt,
cut through a nail or
make a piece of pipe or
hardware fit, a hacksaw
is sometirrfes the only
answer. Stanley Tools
reminds doityourselfers that when
you are working with a
fine wood and it must be
held firmly by a metal
vise, you should slip in
scraps of plywood so
that they act as
"cushions." A minihacksaw does anything
a regular hacksaw does,
but reaches areas conventional hacksaws
cannot.
There are deep-throat
coping saws and what
are called scroll saws
and fret saws. These
have fairly large frame
depths for special work
and usually have their
blades mounted with the
teeth slanting toward
the handle. This enables
them to be cut on the
pull stroke rather than
the push stroke. That's
something to keep in
mind in using all
special-work saws.
When the teeth of the
blades slant toward the
handle, the saw is
meant to be pulled.
When the teeth are
slanted away from the
handle, the saw is
meant to be pushed.

ATTACH OR
UNATTACHED.

WATER NOZZLE

A

the Consumer Product
Safety Commission
found evidence of three
deaths and two serious
brain injuries to
children who were trapped when their heads
entered the opening between the chair seat and
leg-rest as their own
body weight forced the
legrest down.
Besides urging
parents to train children
not to use recliners as
toys and working with
the CPSC, recliner
makers are developing
industry -standards that
would further reduce
the likelihood of head
entrapment.
Joe Ziolkowski, chairman of the InterIndustry Committee on
Recliners of the
American Furniture
Manufacturers Association, said new warning
labeling would begin to
be attached to recliners
and retooling to further
minimize any hazard.

INSIDE

Shortfold

GILMCUR

any curve you can throw
By ANDY LANG
at it.
AP Newsteatures
Besides its ability to
When you think of a
hand saw, your mind cut neatly along irautomatically envisions regular lines, a keyhole
a fairly sizeable saw can start cuts in the
crosscut saw, the kind _Viddle of a piece of
ood, gypsum
found in most home
workshops. But a wallboard and other
crosscut saw, like its similar materials. It is
partner, the ripsaw, is especially useful when
primarily for making you have to make
straight cuts. And pocket cuts in paneling
sometimes you don't or anything else that
already has been nailed
want to saw straight.
A keyhole saw lets you or glued into place.
cut along irregular and When cutting curves
curving lines, while a with this saw, you
coping saw, as its name should cut perpenimplies, can cope with dicular to the surface.
To cut shapes out of the
middle of wood, drill a
small hole to give the
keyhole s9,Ny,a starting
place. Not only is it excellent for the quick,
small cutting job, it will
work in places where a
larger saw will not fit.

Standard

UGHTBULBS
FRosTED s,,
..E...Rrtti•wore
Light in Your LA.'•
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to longer warranties on
the reclining
mechanisms.
Retailers are the ones
who built the demand
for the new electrified
models, being offered
rather unenthusiastically by most of the
manufacturers who
commented. They are
concerned about servicing problems in an industry where
"upholsterers are not
equipped to repair electric motors."
Also of interest to
those consumers who
own or contemplate
buying a recliner,
whether electrified or
not, is an upcoming
change in stodards to
correct a ntmerically
Infrequent but potentially catastrophic situation
In which some children
have gotten their heads
caught while playing
unattended with a
recliner.
In the past five years,

Saws made to fit task

362-8661

,
"
ICE

\ Take Along
OutclOOr

tut

hospitals and health
care centers for the
chairs, many of which
offer an expensive additional feature, lifting an
occupant up out of the
seat, raising the price to
$1,000 or more.
Most manufacturers
added the electric
feature to their bestselling styles, which
they continue to produce
in the old way, as well.
The electric feature
generally adds $200 to
the price, which covers
the costs associated
with purchasing and installing the electric
motors, according to
Jack Hafkey, vice president of Barcalounger.
A wide range of chair
types include some
which fully recline and
)thers which are known
as "incliners" and have
fewer postions but take
up less room. A number
of companies are offering two-year warranties
on the motor, in addition
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OBITUARIES
William D. Kleppner

Belinda Adcock, Cool
Valley, Mo.; two sons,
Donald Kleppner, Roxana, Ill., and Mel Klepp•
ner, Denver, Colo.; six
grandchildren.
Services will be
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
St. Francis of Assissi
Church, St. Louis. Monsignor Casimir Pucinski
will officiate.
Burial will follow in

Rose Lawn Cemetery
there with the StatenHawes Funeral Home in
charge. Friends may
call there from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
The family requests
that expressions of sym•
pathy be in the form of
donations to Bill Kleppner Scholarship Fund,
sponsored by Radio
Club of St. Louis, Mo.
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Students will perform at Louisville

Kentucky's second Im- named last year for settion, Kentucky Arts will focus on a guest
agination Celebration ting up the partne
rship Council and Very Specia
chairman for past two
l from Australia.
will bring elementary, that made the
Imagina- Arts Kentucky.
years of St. Louis
The All-State High
middle and high school tion Celebration possibl
e.
Mayor's Council on Art
Last year 43 different School Art Exhibit, sponstudents to the Kentucky
Performers for the districts
and Culture and also for
participated. sored by the Kentucky
Center for the Arts in evening include the
past eight years known
Special housing ar- Art Education AssociaLouisville this week Seneca High
School or- rangements
for "Wild Bill's Round will
display
with tion,
(May 5 through 9).
chestra from Jefferson Spalding
Up for the Needy" —
University and multidimensional artFive outstanding high County, Murray
High the St. Thomas Center of work in many media.
Christmas food drive.
school groups will per- School speech
and Ursuline College will
Other Louisville atform during a special theater troupe, Green
Born in Bathalto, Ill.,
up allow students from dis- tractions that will parprogram planned by County High School show
he was the son of Bertus
tant counties to stay ticipate in the event are
Superintendent of Public choir, Berea Festival
Kleppner and Miriam
overnight.
the J.B. Speed Museum,
Instruction
Mason Kleppner.
Alice Dancers and Henderson
Kentucky
Derby
McDonald at 7:„30 p.m. County High School jazz
The program varies Museum.
Survivors include his
Rauch
Friday
in
the
Center
Final
band.
's
rites
each day, with special Memorial Planet
for Mrs. Cemetery.
wife, Mrs. Grace Munarium,
Bombard Theatre.
Sixty school districts programs planned for Locust
Mrs. Simon, 75, died
son Kleppner, to whom Dorothy L. Simon were
Grove historic
"Kent
ucky
schbol
today
s
are
from
at
aroun
10
partic
d
a.i14.
the
ular age groups home, Museum
in the Sunday at 8:10 a.m. at
state
he was married May 31,
of
making rapid progress in are expected to bus and interests.
The first History and Science. Ac1955, at St. Leo's chapel of J.H. Churchill her home on Rt. 5, their
use of the arts to students to the event three days will featur
e tors' Theatre, Kentucky
Catholic Church, Mur- Funeral Home. The Murray.
support
academic sponsored by the Ken- elementary, middle and
Rev. Chester Culver
She
surviv
is
ed
by
Show, Water Tower Art
her
ray
two daughters,
achi
evem
ent,"
tucky Department of high school students per- Associ
husband, Francis A.
Mrs. Donita Garber, officiated.
ation, Portland
Pallbearers were Max Simon: one daughter, McDonald said, com- Education, Kentucky forming for their con- Museum
Clayton, Mo., and Mrs.
and
the
mendi
ng
a
task
force she Alliance for Arts Educa- temporaries. Two days
Bonner, George Mrs. Judith L. FritzLouisville Zoo.
Rehmus, Bill Reamer, ache, Dolton, Ill.; one
Harold Wolke, Al Zer- brother, Russell Carle,
syck en and Elmo Homewood, Ill.: four
Services for Mrs.
She is survived by her
Bonner.
Louise Outland will be husb
grandchildren; three
and, Elbert
WASHINGTON ( AP )
Burial was in Barnett great-grandchildren.
The Treasury Depart- sold in six-month bills at for 5.87 percen
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Outlan
d; ono daughter,
t.
— Interest rates on ment sold $7.08 billion
the chapel of Blalock- Mrs. John
in an average discount
The new discount
(Martha)
short-term Treasury three-month bills
Coleman Funeral Dowdy,
at an rate of 6.09 percent. rates understate the acand one grandsecurities edged down average discount rate
Home. The Rev. David
of down from 6.14 percent tual return to investors
daughter, Jamie Lee
slightly in Monday's 6.07 percent, down from last
Brasher will officiate.
week.
— 6.25 percent for threeauction after a big in- 6.08 percent last
Burial will follow in Dowdy, Garland,
The rates were the
week.
month
bills with a
Texas; one sister, Mrs.
crease a week ago.
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Another $7 billion was lowest since April 21. $10,00
0 bill selling for
WASHINGTON (AP) week ago he had been
Lacy
Rushi
ng,
Granit
e
Friends may call at
when three-month, bills $9.846.60 and 6.37 per— The Reagan ad- directed by Defense
the funeral home after 3 City, Ill.; three
avera
ged 5.86 percent cent for six-month bills
minist
ration has decid- Secretary Caspar W.
brothers, Edward
p.m. today (Tuesday).
and six-month bills sold selling for $9,692.10.
ed a bill limiting the Weinberger to review
Mrs. Outland, 67, died Dowdy, Granite City,
authority of governors such legislative proTOKYO (AP) — Nan- visits
Monday at 6:45 a.m. at James Dowdy, Colto Malaysia and
over
their National posals. The review was cy Reagan joined
her home on Rt. 3, linsville, Ill., and
Thailand, toured
Guard
promp
units could pass
ted by the deci- Japanese youngsters in severa
Murray.
l classrooms at
Charlie Dowdy, Texas.
constitutional muster, sions of several gover- singing "You Are My
Nagata-Cho, including
but it's temporarily nors to block any train- Sunshine" today and
the Returned Students
dropping the idea ing assignments for presented them with a
Center which contains
BERLIN (AP ) — A tify the other two
nonetheless.
their Guard units in foot-high model of the
souvenirs brought back newspaper said today people.
James H. Webb, the Honduras.
Statue of Liberty.
The funeral for Mrs.
Mrs. Riley, 75, of 100
by pupils from abroad.
that West Berlin police
Police declined to conAnnie Ardee Riley will Garden St., Murray, assistint secretary of
/ She acted as goThe memorabilia in- had arrested three more, firm the newspaper's
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. died Saturday at 6:20 defense for reserve afWebb said between for the Martin cludes a kite from
the people in connection, report, but scheduled a
at St. John's Missionary a.m. at Murray - fairs, said Monday a Weinberger decided
the Luther King Jr. elemen- 1982 World's Fair in with last month's news confe
rence for
Baptist Church. The Calloway County decision had been made best approach for
the tary school in Knoxville, Tenn., and nightclub bombing that later in the day.
Rev. W.E. Chaney will Hospital.
"not to advance legipla- time being was to pur- Washington, D.C.,
letters and snapshots killed two people and inThe April 5 bombing
officiate.
She is survived by two tionu that would prevent sue private consulta- which is paired as a
from pen pals at Shelby jured 230 others.
sparke
d he U.S. bombBurial will follow in sons, Perry T. Johnson, governors from block- tions with congressiona
"siste
r school" with County West
l
The Berlin -Morgen- ing raid on the Libyan
Middle
Murray City Cemetery. Murray, and John A. ing overseas training leaders to make sure Tokyo's Nagata-Cho
School in Kentucky. post identified one of the cities of Tripoli and
The body will be Parham, Morganfield; assignments for their they understood
the Elementary School.
There is a banner with three as Farouk Benghazi 10 days later.
brought by Hamock one sister, Mrs. Mary Guard units.
Mrs. Reagan, who re- the
basis for the Pentagon's
words "Greetings Salameh, who it said is The United States
Funeral Home; Claudine Farmer, and
Webb disclosed a concern.
joined her husband From
Dublin School, married to a German claims that Libya was
Paducah, to-St. John's -on* brother, R.D. Riley,
Monday after separate Ohio."
woman. It did not iden- behind the bomb attack.
Church today (Tues- Indianapolis, Ind.; stepday) at 5 p.m. and sister, Mrs. Opal Lindspecial visitation will be sey, Paducah; seven
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight grandchildren; two
(Tuesday) at the great-grandchildren;
church.
one nieces.
WASHINGTON (AP) persistent Or long— The Chernobyl lasting impact on Soviet
We use the Allen Computer Engme Analyzer w,th
printout
nuclear power plant ac- agriculture," UrbanTune-Up. Computer ignition
cident probably will be chuk told the Joint
Carburetor & Fuel Injections Service
no worse for Soviet Economic Committee
agricu
lture
than
a
year Monday.
LEBANON. Ky.(AP — said Monda
representing
y during a of bad weather, and
Those conclusions
A Minnesota firm will cerem
American and International Traveltime
ony at the Marion long-term effects will be generally
were backed.
build a $2.5 million Count
y Courthouse.
even less, an economist up by other witnesses,
plastic manufacturing
514 S. 12th
Estb. 1956
753-1750
who cautioned that a
facility on a six-acre
She said the plant will has told Congress.
And while the acci- continuing lack of data
tract in Marion County, be the first to open in the
county in several years. dent could mean a about the intensity of
officials announced.
Marion County has an worst-case loss of up to the released radioactiviPlastics Products
Company Inc. of Lind- unemployment rate of 10 percent of the Soviet ty hampers efforts to
grain crop, said John make more specific
strom will build a about 18 percent.
Urbanchuk of Wharton judgments.
72,000-square-foot plain
The plant will Econometrics, the
Urbanchuk said wind
on the site with producmanufacture a variety United States probably patte
rns since the
tion expected to begin of
plastic products using would be the last to nucle
ar plant began
this fall, The facility will an
injection molding benefit through increas- emitting
a cloud of
initially employ 50-75
process.
ed export sales.
radioactivity April 25
people.
The company
"It is our opinion that probably have carried
"That many people emplo
ys about 475 peo- the Chernobyl accident the worst contam
ination
will have an opportunity ple
at four plants, accor- is unlikely to result in a to the
north and norfor a better life," Gov. ding
to President disaster for the current thwest of
the plant,
Martha Layne Collins Merle
ne Messin.
Soviet crop, or have a areas that are relatively
unimportant for grain
production.
William D.( Wild Bill)
Kleppner, 52, formerly
of Murray, now of St.
Louis, Mo., died Monday at 10:04 a.m. while
at work at Station KXOK there. His death was
reported to have been
from electrocution and
a coroner's inquest is
pending.
The deceased worked
at Radio Station WPAD,
Paducah, from 1954-55.
He was host of a popular
morning talk show on
KXOX at St. Louis for 12
years, and also worked
at KSDK-TV, St. Louis,
and Radio WBBM,
Chicago.
Kleppner served as

Mrs. Dorothy L. Simon

Mrs. Louise Outland

.

Interest rates on some items lower

Authority of governors
bill over guard dropped

Nancy gives model

West Berlin reported

to have made arrests

Mrs. Annie Ardee Riley

Agrictiltural officials
discuss nuclear effects

449114A10(49 IKONAIOLOOV
FOR 7004n)
APAWOEP1UTOM08/ZEV

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Plastics firm to build plant
on tract in Marion County

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CtIX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
'ferric°
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwait
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.'Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

toto
to
to
tototo

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
el
In

154% -11
/
4
801/4 unc
23% +1
/
2
48% +3
/
4
49/
1
2 -1
/
4
30% +14
80% +74
521,4 +1
/
4
63% +1
43% unc
31% -Vs
77/
1
2 -1/2
361/4 +1/4
39 .54
19% unc
6.67

Federal State Market News Service
4111111
Purciesse Area Hen Market
Report Includes 4 neybig Stations
Receipts: Act TM Est 1240 narrows
& Gifts $1.16 Weber Sows firm to .50
Meier
US 11 11114641 Lbs.
144.011-44 2.14
US 11 11314 Lbs.
1143.10-441.11
US 3.3 110-361 Lbs.
$43.30-44.411
US 3-4 NO-1711 Lb..
$42.311-43.51
Sews
US 1.3 01-1611 Lbs.
US 1-3 351-461 Lbs.
US IS 480-51141 Lbs.
US IS Over WO Lbs.
US I-3 SWIM Lbs.
Rears pn.sefees

•M :;

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
SPECIAL PIKE

149995

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753 3366

Wayne Darnell
Marine Service

to
to
to
to
to
to

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

,Hog market

Stock Market
-4.48
1793.77
78/
1
4 unc
29/
1
4 -1
/
4
38 unc
39/
1
2 unc
32% -1
/
2
47% -%
191/, unc
9944 -1
/
4
79/
1
4 +Vs
711
/
2 + 1/.
79% -%
810% -1/2
40 +%
31% +1
/
2

SPRING INTO
SUMMER SALE

Best deal of the season
on the new Roper
YTH1.6 Hydrostatic
Drive yard tractor.

•Durable 11 HP synchrobalanced Briggs E. Stratton
hnclustnal'Corrynercial
engsne
•Dependable 5 speed in hne
Iransaele
,
•38-Inch mcryer deck
standard egupment
•Rugged channel flame
constn.coon.
•2-year limited skarrants

SP*Cial Plt,CF

$249595
hvd,,
11 Du,st. • • • •

▪

h mcntec dec k
standatO

•t
S.

110 Ckarh
lir,oted warrant,

Save big when you buy
a new Roper garden
tractor now.

00111111111011111/*

SPECIAL PINCE

We Repair:
•Boat Motors
•Fiberglass &
Aluminum Boats
•Cars
*Trucks
•Farm Equipment
Used boats and motors for sale or trade

16 Years Experience
1 Mb from Murray on Highway 94 East In
the old Darnall Marine Building

4

Call 753-0079

E.E.VILVEVEVE.E.E.

•

$269995
•ileny duty 18 HP holll

(-sender Briggs & Stratton
industnaVCommen-tal engine
•Standard 44 3 blade mower

9.99

:Iek.
illftala Suppe.
LAW
cnode.

but transaode
•EJectnc PTO clutch

e Full range ot upoonal
attachments for year-round
'NW"
•2-yeef *Need warranty

makafedgid

Thermoque • Insulated
-01. Coffee Server Itt,eps
hoods warm up lo I P,3 Wete
pastel txwouet

OUANTTTlES LIMITED

•Twne tested 6-speed Roper

•

2 Year Limited Warranty

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
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Area outperforms rest of country

410

New England leads in 1985 personal income
4m,

•

WASHINGTON (AP - New
England, enjoying a boom in
high-tech industry, had the
fastest personal income growth
of any region last year, with the
poorest performance coming in
states dependent on energy production, the government
reports.
Nationwide, Americans' per-

sonal income climbed 5.3 percent to an average ot $13,451 for
every person in the country lastyear, the Commerce Department said Monday,
The increase was substantially below the giant 9.3 percent
rise enjoyed in 1984 and
reflected the fact that the
economy performed much more

sluggishi) List eu, SLiU. the
advance kept incomes growing
faster than the inflation rate,
which was 3.8 percent in 1985.
As in the past. Alaska had the
highest per capita income of any
state, $17.756, while Mississippi
ranked last with an average income of $9,035.
New England outperformed

Libyan leader thanks Japanese
for wrecking the Tokyo summit
NICOSIA, Cyprus iAPI Libya's official radio today rejected what it called vague
charges of terrorism leveled at
Libya by Western leaders
meeting in Tokyo, and quoted

Col Moammar Khadafy as
praising Japanese extremists
for "wrecking" the Tokyo
sutpmit.
The praise from Khadafy apparently was in reference to

The true
investment professionals.
• No games
• No pressure
• No kidding
The Hilliard Lyons difference ..
creating capital for WU
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

‘
1414)LY

$

Sunday's firing of rockets by
Japanese terrorists during the
summit's opening ceremonies.
The rockets missed their target
and exploded without hurting
anyone.
A Tripoli Radio commentary,
monitored in Nicosia, later said
:the summit failed as the
Japanese people &welded to
liberate Tokyo, forcing the
heads of .state attending the
summit to flee from Japan like
lizards."
Today, homemade smoke
bombs were planted in a dozen
transit stations in Tokyo. and
police said they also may have
been the work of radicals trying
to upset the summit.
The summit was not disrupted
by either event.
In a declaration issued Monday in Tokyo the seven leaders
pledged counter-measures
against "any state which is
clearly involved in sponsoring or
supporting international terrorism, and in particular
Libya."

4

the rest of the country with a 6.6
percent jump in incomes, which
pushed per capita earpings
there to $15,387 - 14 percent
above the national average.
New England's gain was
credited to the lowest unemployment rates of any area in the
country because of strong
growth in computer production
and defense work.
The biggest mcome growth for
a single state was in Nebraska,
but much of the 9 percent advance came from huge government farm commodity purchases. Without this boost.
Nebraska would have had income growth of,5,6 percent last
year. close to the national
average.
Following Nebraska were the
New England states of Vermont,
up 7.1 percent; Massachusetts,
up 7 percent; and New Hampshire, up 6.9 percent.
Also in the top 10 were
Virginia, with income growth of
6.6 percent; Connecticut and
Minnesota. both with 6.5 percent
increases; New Jersey, up 6.4
percent; Maryland, 6.3 percent;
and New York, 6.2 percent.
The Rocky Mountain region
had the slowest income growth
of any area last year, a 4.1 percent increase that barely outdistanced inflation. Slumping
energy prices and cutbacks in
petroleum drilling and exploration were blamed for the
weakness.
By state, Montana had the
weakest growth last year, 1.1
percent, followed by Alaska,
which saw incomes rise by only
1.2 percent, a gain that was still
strong enough to keep the state
No. 1 in per capita income. just
ahead of Connecticut, with a per
capita income of $17,627.
Other states with income
gains below the 3.8 percent nationwide rise in inflation were
Louisiana. up 2.6 percent. South
Dakota, up 2.8 percent, and Kentucky:up 3.- 4 percent.- The slow
growth in these areas was linked
to either a slump in energy production or weakness in farm
incomes.
The rest of the bottom 10 included Hawaii, up 3.9 percent;
South Carolina, Washington
state and Mississippi, all up 4
percent. and Oklahoma with a
4.1 percent increase.

figar ,
Dr. Robert P. Gale, chairman of the International Bone Marrow
Registry, is shown preparing to leave Los Angeles International
Airport for the Soviet Union Thursday aftecnoon. Gale, a leading
bone-marrow transplant surgeon who practices at the University
. of California at Los Angeles will confer with his counterparts in
the Soviet Union on efforts to save radiation victims following the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident there last week.

Specialist operates on Soviet
Chernobyl nuclear victims
LOS ANGELES i AP - Three
more bone-marrow transplant
specialists and thousands of
pounds of medical supplies and
equipment have been flown to
Moscow to assist in treating victims of the Soviet nuclear plant
disaster.
Occidental Petroleum Corp.,
whose chairman, Armand Hammer, helped arrange the
assistance, said the three
specialists will meet with Drf
Robert Gale, the UCLA physician who has begun operating on
the Chernobyl victims.
"Dr. Gale is receiving full
cooperation from the Soviet doc-

tors and the Ministry of Health,"
Hammer said Monday. adding
that he has been in touch with
Gale by telephone daily since
Gale left last week.
Gale and the other bone.
marrow specialists are expected
to play an important role in saving radiation victims. Heavy
doses of radiation destroys bone.
marrow, reduelng the bodies
disease-fighting system and production of healthy blood,
ultimately causing death.
Bone marrow transplants
were developed primarily to
help victims with such diseases
as teukemia.

Justice Department denies
request on Waldheim issue
mittee Chairman Peter Rodino,
D-N.J.

WASHINGTON (API - The
Justice Department, turned
down a second request by 15
Democrats on the House
Judiciary Committee to meet
with Attorney General Edwin
Meese on the status of Kurt
Waldheim.
The rejection came Monday in
a letter to House Judiciary Corn.

A campus concert

Patience pays off

MSU Concert Choir to give
erformance
final school yeared

Marshall beats Murray
with walks in 7th

"It's an offense to the institution of the House when the attorney general stonewalls the
Judiciary Committee,-responded Rep`.- Charles Schumer,
D-N.Y., one of the 15
lawmakers.

honors Ordinay'Specl
Lucille White honored by
MCCH as 'Out of the

See page 124

See page Z4

See page IC
••
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TOUCH-TONE
SERVICE

-News In Brief
United States, Common Market
nations' journalists leave Libya
TRIPOLJ. Libya'AP - Officials today ordered ail lourhalete
mprewintIng the United States and Common 14aMet natlOns to
Mare Iffunedlately in retaliation for ne* wetnctions on Libyan
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A whole new world of possibilities right at your fingertips.

It's fast dialing in emergencies. Easy for children and
people with disabilities. And Touch-Tone service puts
you in touch with telephone banking, shopping,information services and so much more.
To order, call our toll-free number. We'll let you know
when your service is working, and you just plug in your
new Touch-Tone phone. Whether you buy or lease your
phone,just be sure to check the bottom to see that the
serial number ends in T or E. Then you'll know you're
getting a true tone-dialing phone that will work with
convenient Touch-Tone service.*
Get Touch-Tone service for your home for only $1.50
a month. And save the Touch-Tone connection charge by
ordering before May 31. For details, call on us toll free
at 1 800 722-1616.
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FREE Touch-Tone Connection! Order by
May 31 and Save $17.50.
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Murray Ledger & Times
Subscriber
and you get it all!
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and Community news • Notices - weddings, births
deaths, hospital entries & dismissals, area calendar.
*Special tributes to special folks: Scouts, F.F.A., Industry,
Law Enforcement, Football & Basketball Teams, Profile.
*Tips for: Winterizing, Income Tax Updates, Brides,
Area Recreational Information.
*Manufacturer's coupons *Comic Strips •"Dear Abby"
*Crossword Puzzle
*City

Calloway County, Benton, Hardin,
Mayfiald, /*della, Farmington. Ky./
Paris, Buchanan and Purrsor, Tn.

Elsawhisr• In Ky.
& Othar Statos

32 50
29 50
27 50

49 50
39 50
34 50
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Ily Corrleir
1 year
48.00
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24.00
3 months
12.00
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818 students apply for spring degrees at university

A total of 818 students in the
spring class have applied for
degrees to be awarded in the
63rd annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State
University on Saturday, May 10.
Among that number are 683
for bachelor's degrees, 107 for
master's degrees, one for a
specialist's degree and 27 for
associate degrees. They represent 22 states and four foreign
countries.
Also participating in the capand-gown ceremony will be 464
mid-year graduates as well as
some graduates from both the
1985 and 1986.summer classes
since the spring commencement
will be the only gradUallon exercise of the year.
Speakers for the 10 a.m.
ceremony to take place in Racer
Arena will be Andy Logan of
Madisonville and Susanne
Ewbank of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., the Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar, said the exact number of graduates will be
determined when school officials have checked each candidate to certify that all graduation requirements have been
met.
Among the candidates for
degrees in the spring class from
Calloway County are:
Bachelor's Degree
Delmonica Brown Al-Alou,

Stepped-up monitoring
to watch for radiation
from -plant accident
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Government officials have
ordered stepped-up monitoring
to watch for radioactive rain
from the Chernobyl nuclear accident, some of which has probably fallen on the United States
already, officials say.

Your Individual
Horoscope -

Avh

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Nit
Though the money picture looks
good, you're still in danger of having
squabbles with others over its use.
You're especially articulate today.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You can be somewhat stubborn
yourself, so make allowances for
those with set views. Otherwise, you
seem to come into your own now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You could burn yourself out now.
After a dazzling display of social
virtuosity, you may need some time
for yourself later for quiet unwinding.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
046
Friends afar are anxious to see you,
though there could be some minor
problems with someone nearby.
Career negotiations should go well.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll make some gains careerwise
now, but try not to let it go to your
head. Watch pride and pompousness.
Dealings with agents are favored.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You're the expert in handling the
hooks now. Attention to detail is
great, but save time for some long
range thinking and planning too.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ZSCPZ
Be a good listener and hear what
others have to say. Don't let money
become an issue, when everything
else is going just fine.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
Work should be going well now,
hut heed your intuition in dealings
with close ties. Accent compassion
rather than confrontation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You'll have a good talk with a child
and also some luck in home affairs.
On the job, don't be envious of
another and don't sell yourself short
either.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
An agreement is reached with a
family member. Expectations may be
a. bit high regarding romance or a
social event. Accept what good that
does come.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You express yourself to good
advantage today. Don't waste time
chatting when you could be making
some important phone calls. Leave a
home matter be
PISCES
KIM
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
gist
Your thinking about money matters
is good today and you are in a fairly
optimistic mood Others though may
not be as responsive as you'd like.

Ge

Patricia Wilkins Anderson,
.3tephen Clay Furches,
Lisa Bernice Oswalt. Ladona
Paula Arlene Floyd Archer,
David Alan Futrell, Anita
Lee Overbey.
Jamie Bonnette Barnes, Ricky
Frazer Gardner, Kathlene A.
Also, Star Paschall, Robin
Lee Barrow, John Raymond
Garland, Gerry Leigh Gibson,
Rene Yelper, Robert Edward
Barton, George W. Bell, Lavine
Cheryl Hammons, Diana Marie
Requarth. Lori L. Rushing. Lisa
Dean Belue.
Hampton. James Nelson
Louise Russell. Tonya Keenan
Also, Tracy J. Beyer, Steven
Hankey, D. Todd Harrison.
Simmons, Kaiti E. Slater, Dave
John Blivin, Robert W. Boyd,
Also, Linda Kay Henderson.
Russell Small.
Carlos Alexander Brett Martin,
David Mark Hendy, Douglas
Also, William Freeman Smith
William Earl Brown, Cathy JanHendy, James Daniel Henson,
III, Kathy Suzanne Spears.
nelle Catt, Trisha Denean.Clark,
Bruce Scott Higbee, Teresa
David A. Story, Gary L. Stroud,
Chadwick Dale Cochran.
Renee Hudson, Mickey Dean
Teresa Gail Suiter, Sheila F.
Also, James W. Coffey, Shari
Hutson, Candace Renee
Summerville, Douglas Russell
Lynn Crafton, Patsy Ann
Jackson.
Tutt, Roy Daniel Vancil.
Crawford, Robert Alan Crick,
Also, Akhtar Jamal, Debra
And, Jean Darling VoughtDaniel P. Cross, Ray Bradley
Starr Jones, Patricia Ann Janes,
Warren, Jacqueline L. Wade,
Dowell II, Patricia S. Doyle,
Lynn Armnstrong Kelley,
Marsha Wallace, Bryan Keith
Robert Alan Duke, Darrell
Paulette Eldora Kelly, Tracy
Warner, Lesa Karen Jones WtDavid Dunn, Donna K. Eller.
Lamastus, Gerald Allen
son and Bette Aurelia
Also, Virgie Gay Evans, Larmee, Valeri
e M. Lemoignan.
W eatherspoon
David L. Fielder, Debra Jane
Also, Patricia Anne Lough,
Master's Degrees
Fister, Jennifer Ann Ford, Keith
Eric Edward Lovins, Kelley Lee
Fidelis Nwaofor Achinanya,
E. Ford, Tracy Fortson Leslie,
Lovins, Helen Anne McNally,
Babatunde Okogie Alemoh;
Steven Michael French, David
Dexter Montgomery, Bettie
Karen Williams Alexander,
L. Furches.
Dale Moore, Kelly Jo Moyer,
Patricia Gail Chappell, Sandra

Lee Clayton. John Edward Curtis. Linda J. DeVass.
Also, Jeffrey Lee Dunman,
Mohsen Esfandiari. Marilyn
Elaine Faughn. LuRae Halverson Ferguson. Roberta Mohlin
Garfield. Seyed Hossein Hosseini Romi, Rodney L. Johnson,
Earl Jones.
And, Margaret A. McCallon,
Patricia Ann McCuiston, Constance Alisa Mikez, Mohammad
Reza Ostad Hossein, JaIll

Razavi, Anthony Paul Retford.
Ronny Harold Stubblefield and
Mark Edward Welch.
Specialist's Degrees
Connie Jane Boltz.
Associate Degrees
Carla L Barnett. Carolyn M.
Green. Joseph E. Rogers, Joyce
F Rogers.
And, Jackie Diane Tucker,
Stephan Allen Turley, Cheryl
Cooper Vincent and Regina Gail
Walker
,

DAYTONA BEACH

&Oat

210

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

6 Days
5 Nights

Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.
1 Meat 3 Vegetables

Deluxe Oceanview Room for
up to 4 persons
8 Days/7 Nights from $280.

300

Choose from 3 Moats & 6 Vegetables
$
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also included

Write today for your FREE
vocation piarming pocket.
Name
Address

Packages ovoilable thru 91 86 eacluthng
holidays and specioi events Actvonce reserso
lions required 'Pus 6% Florida Stole TO,

START YOUR VACATION NOW!
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famou
s Fish &
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions

800-874-7426

' Starting At $245

(In Florida 800-545-3030)

Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.

tutu *tau

•

Choose from FOUR sensational oceanfront hotels.
Each hotel is a full service
resort with swimming pools,
restaurants, and cocktail
lounges. Golf and tennis
privileges available nearby.
• Holiday Inn Surfside
• Holiday inn Boardwalk
• Holiday Inn Oceanside
• Castaway Beach Resort

FROM

.
40

•
-

aty

State

Zip

Consolidated Inn5
211 Broadway
Daytona Beach FL 32018
.4

Read the want ads daily

Keep on smoking
while you learn
to quit.
Smokenders
makes it easy.
Just give them one hour to prove it.
At a FREE Smokenders meeting you will learn
how to quit smoking. Easily. Forever. And in just
four weeks.
Without scare tactics, "cold turkey withdrawal",
hypnosis, "climbing the walls", shock -treatments,
substitutes or willpower, and without gaining
weight. You can even keep on smoking while you
learn to quit!
Hundreds of thousands of people all over the
world have already quit smoking at Smokenders.
And you can, too. No matter how much or how
long you have smoked.
Hundreds of major corporations and hospitals

have chosen Smokenders to help their own employees put out their cigarettes for good.
It is the only smoking cessation program
accredited by the Council for Non-Collegiate Continuing Education.
Now, we are making this outstanding program
available to you.
Join us for a FREE Smokenders meeting now.
You won't be under any pressure to enroll, so come
to the free meeting even if you aren't sure you want
to quit.
Bring your cigarettes, relax and light up. We'll
show you how to st9p smoking for good. It could
change your life.

U

FREE INTRODUCTORY MEETINGS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Attend the one most convenient for you.
sponsored by

Fisher-Price
East Penny Road - 1/4 mile east of Highway 641 North
•

THE CONFERENCE ROOM
TUESDAY, MAY 6th
7:00, 10:00 am, 2:30, 3:30, 5:30 or 7:30 pm
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7th
7:00, 8:00 am, 2:30, 4:00 Or 7:00 pm

git
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For information about programs for your group or company, call 1-800-323-1126.
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Tigers down
Trigg 12-9

Darkness falls on
CCHS at Logan Co.

The Murray Tigers
built a 9-0 lead after two
innings and went on to
defeat Trigg County 12-9
Monday in Murray.
The Tigers (i1 -6i
tallied five runs in the
first, four in the second
and three in the fifth.
Trigg County 117-8
sCored three runs in.the
third, fourth and fifth off
Ed Hendon 14-11. who
pitched a complete
game, striking out five
and walking four.
Murray did all of its
damage in the first with
two outs.
Jay Watson singled,
moved to second on an
errant pick-off attempt
and scored on a single
by James Payne.
Chip Adkins hit an infield single and Chris
Padgett walked, loading
the bases. Mark Miller
then lashed a line drive
that bounced over the
center fielder's head
and plated three runs.
Trigg County errors
helped Murray's cause

In a game that was
called because of
darkness after six innings, the Calloway
County Lakers lost to
Logan County 11-10
Monday in Russellville.
Logan County scored
three runs in the bottom
of the sixth to gain the
victory.
CCHS coach Stan
Waller said the game
should have been called
earlier.
"The street lights
came on in the fourth,"
Waller said, "and by the
fifth you couldn't see the
ball. At least we
couldn't. Their last hit
went between short and
third and rolled right
past our left fielder, and
he didn't see the ball.
Our center fielder ended
up running over to left
and making the play.
'I had told the umpire
earlier that it was too
dark to play, but he just
said, 'Play ball.' He

in the second.
Jason Sammons walked and went to third on a
passed ball and a wild
pitch. Mark West walked and stole second.
Both Sammons and
West scored when Hendon's ground ball was
misplayed by the second
baseman.
After Hendon was
thrown out trying to go
to third on a wild pitch.
Watson walked and
Payne singled, putting
runners on first and
third. Adkins loaded the
bases with a walk.
Padgett hit a ground
ball that scored Watson
and, aft.eul a wild throw
from seenTid to first on a
double play attempt.
Payne.
West hit a two-run
single in the fifth. Hendon's single tallied the
other run.
Payne went 3-for-4.
The Tigers are playing Mayfield today at 11
p.m at the Ty Holland
Field.

PHILADELPHIA
(API - If playing in
pain is a badge of honor
in professional sports,
the Milwaukee Bucks'
Sidney Moncrief has to
be adorned with a chestfull of medals today.
The 6-foot.4% all-star
guard, limped up and
down the court Monday
night inspiring the
Bucks to a 109-104 victory over the
Philadelphia 76ers.
The triumph enabled
Milwaukee to tie its
best-of-seven Eastern
Conference semifinal
playoff series at two
games apiece.

CCHS sweeps
8-7
MHS
Calloway County
swept a double-header
from Murray - in girls'
softball action Monday.
The Lady Lakers won
23-2 in five innings and
8-7 in ten innings.
Erica Muskgrow went
5-for-5 for Calloway
County in the first
game, driving in five
and scoring four times.

I.

Staff photo t)

Calloway netters up records

Calloway County's
boys' tennis team
defeated University
Heights 8-1 Monday.
41 for Murray. Mike
No. 1 Raybo Dunn
Muehleman had a 43, beat Brent Sable 9-7.
John Peyer a 44, Craig while No. 2 Scott Adams
Schv,-ettman a 45 and blanked. Hill Ferguson
Lance Balmer a 46.
8-0. No. 3 Darrin Loftis
Dill's 36 took medalist beat Wes Thomas 5-2.
honors.
No. 4 Brad Pritchett

Tune
14 lb.
100% Ground

Beef Patties

$ 1806

Field's

Wieners

Kent Brown

Murray's Allison Carr scored an 8-4 victory Monday against Marshall County. Carr, a sophomore, was playing at No. 3. She teamed with Robin
Williams to win 8-2 at No. 1 doubles. The Lady Tigers defeated Marshall
County 9-0 and raised their record to 8-2.

Dill's 36 paces Murray
to win over Graves County
Led by David Dill's
one-over 36. Murray's
boys' golf team downed
Graves County 164-182
Monday at South
Highland Country Club.
Hugh Houston fired a

lb

$ 1 69

defeated Mike Acuna
8-1. No. 5 Jay Newton
triumphed 8-4 over Tom
Flynn. No. 6 Billy
Haskins beat Bill Kline
8-1.
The No. 1 doubles
team of Dunn and Harv
Newton lost 8-5 to Sable
and Ferguson. No. 2
Roger Herndon and Tim
Weatherford defeated
Thomas and Acuna
No. 3 Jay Newton and
Haskins downed Flynn
and Kline 8-1.
The Lakers are 3-7

Calloway County's
girls' squad defeated
University Heights 0-0.
University Heights had
just two girls.
No. I Beth Boaz
defeated Hanneke Bohls
8-6, while No. 2 Jennifer
Glassco beat Elizabeth
Ferguson 8-5.
Sherry Glassco and
Boaz defeated Bohls and
Ferguson 8-1 in doubles
action.

The Lady Lakers are fidence and inspiration
he gave his teammates

WEST KY.
FUR TAKERS
SPRING RENDEZVOUS
RELIVE TH.E-JACITEMEN11.`OF

lb

$ 1 69

TAKERS,

Partin's Country

Sausage

IHE'"‘PAST

WHEN THE FUR

Naati, 1%.*OU.NAI.Ns'MElle:1 AND SETTLERS-VkIVLD

MEET IN TAlt.241-14e.wiOWAP7-TRADriUl''AlitlYagfc...L. THE
lb

$ 1 49

niu3/55e KW

1986 SPRI

9,10,

AND It Ai‘ettliffitI4EiGYiebCATED.IN-LAND BrhAtEEN THE
Choice sides 225 lb. to 300 lb.
No charge for cutting, wrapping or
freezing

Beef

LAKES. tEsAfO'
IrLtEt) YHREE DAtS AND 'NIGHTS OF
EXCITEMAiticTILL-diat.43t:/
lb $ 1 25

- Wiiolesale & Retail Meat -

•

GIBSON HAM CO.

•

David Lawrence
started the rally by
reaching first on an error. Mike Wheeler then
cracked a two-run
homer, his first ever.
Shane Wallace walked
and Corey Wells singled
before Greg Lassiter hit

The Lakers added
another run in the fifth
on walks to Allen
Bazzell and Greg
Furrell and a single by
Adams.
Adams (5-3) was the
losing pitcher, working
the final two innings.
Futrell started and went
three inninks, allowing
seven runs and eight
hits. Bazzell worked the
fourth and fifth. He gave
up two runs and five
hits.
Wheeler went 2-for-2.
Lawrence went 2-for-4.
The Lakers are playing at Heath today.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m -5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-

Gam&

counted more.
If this had been anthing but a playoff game
the Bucks had to win to
keep from falling behind
3-1, Moncrief never
would have played.
"Moncrief is hurting
badly," Milwaukee
Coach Don Nelson said.
"I'm just happy to have
him on one leg.
Anything we get out of
him is a plus.

meetings this season,
Atlanta now faces a
more formidable task breaking the Celtics'
35-game home winning
streak.
"The next step is to
make sure we're not too
happy with finally
beating Boston," said
Atlanta forward
Dominique Wilkins, who
scored 37 points in the
Game 4 victory.

"Every step he takes
Mavericks-Lakers
is painful. You wonder
Dallas is in position to
just how much he can
endure. The answer is, I continue a streak of 17
year without a team
think, a lot."
repeating
as NBA
Moncrief talked about
the left heel injury he champion.
The Mavericks evenMilwaukee regained suffered in the Bucks'
the home court advan- preliminary round ed the best-of-seven
tage it lost when the three-game sweep of the series against defending
champion Los Angeles
Bucks split with the Six- New Jersey Nets.
ers in the first two
"It's like walking on with a 120-118 victory on
games of the series at hot coals," Moncrief Sunday, their second
Milwaukee.
said. "But you've got to straight triumph at Reunion Arena. But they
The Bucks, Central play with that.
"In the playoffs, you realize they have to win
Division champions,
at least once at the Los
and the 76ers, runner-up can't let up even when
Angeles Forum to win
in the Atlantic Division, you're in pain."
the
Series.
It was a close game
meet in Game 5 at
"It's a three-game
Milwaukee Wednesday throughout with the
night. The sixth game score tied at 27 after a series, and they still
will be played in quarter and 60 at have the homecourt advantage," Dallas Coach
Philadelphia on Friday. halftime.
night.
Milwaukee's Paul Dick Motta said.
Nuggets-Rockets
In tonight's playoff Pressey didn't score in
Denver, which hasn't
games, Atlanta is at the first half, but he colBoston, Denver at lected 17 in the second, won in. Houston since
Houston and Dallas at including nine in the April 11, 1984, must stop
the Los Angeles Lakers. final period when the that losing streak in
The Celtics lead 3-1, Bucks put the game order to advance in the
while the Nuggets- away. Rickey Pierce playoffs.
The Rockets won the
Rockets and Lakers- scored 19, including
Mavericks series are eight in the last quarter. first two games of the
series, but the Nuggets
Hawks-Celtics
tied 2-2.
After winning 106-94 tied the series in Denver
Moncrief scored just
13 points and handed out Sunday for its first vic- with 116-115 and 114-111
four assists, but the con- tory over Boston in 10 victories.

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

Waller might not have
been so upset about the
play continuing if the
Lakers (19-7) hadn't
rallied from a 7-0 deficit
after three innings and
taken the lead with nine
runs in the fourth.

a three-run homer, his
first ever.
Carey Alexander
singled and moved to
third on walks to Chuck
Adams and Sam Taylor.
Lawrence followed with
a three-run double and
eventually scored the inning's final run on a
steal and a wild pitch.

Moncrief inspires Bucks

In girls' softball action

Calloway County
tallied 12 runs in the
first inning.
Ross plated Gallimore
with the winning run in
the second game.
Gallimore led off the
10th with a walk, moved
to second on a single by
Ginger Billington and
came home on a single
by Ross.
The Lady Lakers
Rhonda Lee went
scored
two runs in
4-for-5 and knocked in
five runs. Christy seventh inning and sent
Darnell, Connie Ross. the game into extra innand Amy Wallis all went ings. Tracy Higgins
3-for -4. Darnell and singled in P.J. ChadRoss drove in two runs wick with the first run.
April Woods's single
apiece.
knocked in Higgins and
Tammy Miller went knotted the score.
2-for-4, including a
Tracy Banks hit a
home run. She had three two-run double in the
RBI, as did Sherri sixth for Calloway
Gallimore
County.

wanted us to bat in the
seventh, but there was
no way I was going to let
our players bat. It was
too dangerous."
Waller said Logan
County put three new
baseballs into play
before it batted in the
sixth.
"I guess you could
call that a home field
advantage," Waller
said.

;

ore,/13oor Prizes, Adctions,
PUBLIC INVITED

$500.00 Cash Giveaway
Saturday Evening Meal of Barbecued Chicken, Baked Beans and Cole Slaw,
also Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, and Barbecued Sandwiches at "Yesterday's"
Prices!!
Saturday Night Dance - FREE - Featuring Outstanding Local Band,
"Rowdy"
Friday Night Bingo Games!
Saturday Afternoon "White Elephant Sale"
For Further Information - Contact S. Alien, 436-2686

Tigers, Lady Tigers
crush Marshall Co.
Murray High School's
girls' and boys' tennis
teams crushed Marshall
County Monday in
Murray.
The Lady Tigers 18-2)
won 9-0. The Tigers 19-1
won 8-1.
No, 1 Ellen Hogan.
camp registered an 8-1
victory. No. 2 Robin
Williams triumphed 8-0.
No. 3 Allison Carr won
8-4.
No. 4 Katherine
Oakley, No. 5 Heather
Hughes and No. 6 Kim
Sexton all won 8-1.
Williams and Carr, at
No. 1 doubles, won 8-2.
No. 2 Hughes and
Oakley won 8-1. Hughes
and Sexton won 8-0.

No, 1 Phil Billington
lost 8-2 to Mike Adams,
one of the top players in
the region. No. 2 Jon
Mark Hall won 8-4. No. 3
Mark Whitaker triumphed 8-2.
No. 4 Sean Kelly won
8-0. No, 5 Jason Hunt
won 8-1. No. 6 Ben Yoo
won 8-0.
No. 1 Hall and Billington won 8-6. No. 2
Whitaker and Kelly won
8.0. No. 3 Hunt and Yoo
won 8-2.
Three matches were
played that didn't count
toward the team score.
Greg Knedler won 8-1.
Jim Kofer won 8-3.
Knedler and Todd
Keller won 8-1.

gr'

Georgia settles with Kemp
ATLANTA ( AP I The state of Georgia has
paid Jan Kemp $1.08
million to avoid another
trial of her allegations
that she was dismissed
by the University of
Georgia for protesting
preferential classroom
treatment of athletes.
After an agreement
was signed by lawyers
for both sides and ap-

proved by U.S. District
Judge Horace Ward.
Kemp left the federal
courthouse Monday
with a check from the
state.
Under the agreement,
Kemp will rejoin the
Georgia faculty July 1
as co-coordinator of the
English section of the
Developmental Studies
program.
trit-
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Braves extend Reds' streak;
Squeeze bunt beats Phillies
CINCINNATI (AP)Pete Rose and the Cincinnati Reds thought
they had a much needed
victory in hand but the
Atlanta Braves' bullpen
stomped on their
fingers.
Cincinnati had
chances to prevent a
nine-game losing streak
Monday night, rallying
in the ninth, 10th and
11th innings. But five
Atlanta pitchers teamed
up to extend the futility,
forcing Cincinnati to
strand five baserunners
in the last three innings
of a 4-3 loss.
Bob Horner hit a tworun homer in the 11th off
Ted Power, 0-3, for the
winning margin, and
Paul Assenmacher got
his first major-league
victory with relief help
from Gene Garber in the

bottom of the inning.
In the only other National League game, it
was Montreal 6
Philadelphia 4.
"We were real close
there," said Rose, the
Reds player-manager
who has suffered
through 13 losses in the
last 14 games and 11 in a
row at home. "We had
the right people up.
They just didn't get the
job done."
Braves Manager
Chuck Tanner gave his
bullpen credit for that.
"They all did a job,"
Tanner said. "They all
got out of jams for us
when it looked like they
had the upper hand.
They (the Reds) were in
the driver's seat, and
you've got to give our
pitchers credit for working out of it."

Craig McMurtry got
the last two outs in the
ninth to send the game
into extra innings. The
Reds got the lead-off hitter on second with none
out in the 10th, but
Assenmacher, 1-0, pitched out of that trouble.
Power quickly put the
Reds on track for their
11th consecutive home
loss, the most in one
season by a Cincinnati
club this century. Dale
Murphy hit his first
pitch for a double, and
Horner lined a 2-1
fastball for his fourth
homer of the season.
Two-out singles by
Jones and Buddy Bell
chased Assenmacher in
the 11th, and Bo Diaz
singled home a run off
Garber. The righthander got Ron Oester
to ground out to end the

Crappie, bluegill biting
FRANKFORT, Ky. at summer pool, 70
HERRINGTON (AP) - Warm, sunny degrees.
Clear to murky, stable.
days and cool nights
BARKLEY - Clear, eight feet below pool, 66.
stabilized surface water rising slowly at pool, 68.
GREEN RIVER temperatures over the
BARREN - Clear, Clear, stable, four feet
weekend and there were rising slowly, 10 feet below pool, 66.
excellent reports on below pool, 68. '
CUMBERLAND crappie, walleye and
NOLIN - Clear, Clear, falling, 12 feet
bluegill, the state stable, three feet below below pool, 63.
Department of Fish and pool, 70.
DALE HOLLOW Wildlife Resources said
ROUGH RIVER - Clear, falling slowly,
Monday.
Clear, stable, 11 feet three feet below pool, 66.
Here were conditions below pool, 68.
LAUREL - Clear,
at major lakes:
TAYLORSVILLE - falling slowly, three feet
KENTUCKY - Clear Clear to murky, stable below pool, 66.
to murky, rising slowly at pool, 66.
CAVE RUN - Murky,
rising, seven feet below
pool, 63.
PAINTSVILLE Clear, stable, four feet
below pool, 68.
BUCKHORN - Clear
NEW YORK (AP) - announced.
to murky, rising slowly,
Pittsburgh Pirates seRay hit .380 in April 14 feet below pool, 69.
cond baseman Johnny with 18 runs batted in
GRAYSON - Clear.
Ray, who leads the Na- and a .430 on base rising slowly,
7% feet
tional League with a .391 percentage. Gooden was below pool, 67.
batting average, and a perfect 4-0 in
DEWEY - Clear to
April
New York Mets pitcher with three complet
e murky, rising slowly,
Dwight Gooden were games, one shutout,
a two feet below pool, 70.
named as the league's 1.26 ER,, 32 strikeou
FISHTRAP - Clear,
ts
Player and Pitcher of and only six walks
in 43 rising slowly, 16 feet
the Month, the league innings pitched.
below pool, 67.

Ray, Gooden selected as
April's best player, pitcher

game and earn his second save.
Rose doesn't know
what else to do to get the
Reds out of their worst
home slump of the
century.
"We don't even get a
bloop (hit)," Rose said.
"That's the way it's going. When it rains, it
pours, and it's been
raining for a very long
time.r
Expos 6, Phillies 4
Neither Montreal catcher Mike Fitzgerald
nor Philadelphia
Manager John Felske
was surprised when Expos Manager Buck
Rodgers flashed the
bunt sign in the eighth
inning.
"I consider myself a
pretty good bunter,"
Fitzgerald said after
scoring Tim Wallach to
break a 4-4 tie.
"I just finished telling
them to be alive for the
squeeze," Felske said,
"But he put down a
perfect bunt."
Kent Tektilve, 0-1,
gave up a leadoff single
to Wallach, who moved
to third on a hit-and-run
single by Vance Law.
Dave Rucker relieved
Tekulve, and got pinchhitter Jason Thompson
on a popup. Then Fitzgerald, batting for winning pitcher Dan
Schatzeder, laid down
his bunt.
Schatzeder, 1-0, pitched one hitless inning of
relief. Jeff Reardon got
his third save to give
Montreal its third
straight victory.

MARSHALL INVITATIONAL CHAMPS - The Calloway
County girls' track team won the Marshall
County Invitational Friday. Team members include, front
row, left to right, Missy Tucker, Erica
Muskgrow, Deanna Farris, Kim Lough, Kris Miller, Connie
Ross and Pam Torsak; back row, 1-r,
Melissa Smith, Michelle Stubblefield, Marcia Grimes, Cynthia
Garland and Arrtberly Moss.

Tabler's single fells Kansas City
Pat Taller and the
Cleveland Indians gave
the Kansas City Royals
a lesson in new math,
and it added up to
another victory for
baseball's most surprising team.
Tabler, doing what he
does better than
anybody else, bounced a
bases-loaded single off
the chest of Kansas City
second baseman Frank
White in the 10th inning
Monday night that gave
Cleveland a 5-4 triumph.
The Indians extended
their winning streak to
eight games and remained in first place in
the American League

East, 12 percentage
points ahead of the New
York Yankees.
Tabler, with a career
mark of 24-for-38 with
the bases loaded, got his
chance after Royals
reliever Dan
Quisenberry intentionally walked Brook
Jacoby with one out and
runners on first and
third.
"You've got to load up
the bases to set up the
double play," said
Cleveland starter Don
Schulze, who was long
gone by the time the
Aituation arose. "But
with Tabler up there,
the game's over. The

-

guy's about 99 for 100
with the bases loaded."
In other AL games,
New York defeated
Chicago 4-1; Toronto
bopped Oakland 10-6:
Detroit pounded Texas
10-3 ; Boston beat
California 3-0; and
Milwaukee downed
Seattle 3-1.
Blue Jan 10, A's 6
Lloyd Moseby and Ernie Whitt hit two-run
homers, sparking a
12-hit attack that led
Toronto over Oakland
The defending AL
East champion Blue
Jays won their second
straight game, the_ first
time they've won con-

secutive games since
April 11.
Jose Canseco hit his
eighth homer, a two-run
shot that helped give the
visiting A's a 4-0 lead in
the second inning.
Canseco has hit safely in
10 of his last 11 games.
Tigers 10, Rangers 3
Lance Parrish hit a
pair of two-run homers
and Dan Petry won his
first game since April 14
as Detroit ripped Texas.
Parrish. batting only
.163 entering the game,
capped a six-run uprising in the fourth inning
with a homer-off rookie
Jose.Guzman. 1-5.
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SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SU1TER

901 SYCAMORE

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
G8
Cleveland
15
8
652
New York
16
9
640
Boston
15
9
625
Detroit
555 2
13
10
Milwaukee
13
10
565
2
Baltimore
p
111
12
478
4
Toronto
14
440 5
West Division
California
14
12
538 Oakland
13
13
500
1
Kansas City
II
12
478
1 14
Texas
12
11
478
1 14
Minnesota
10
15
400
314
Seattle
9
17
346 5
Chicago
7
16
904 54
Monday's Games
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 1. 10 innings
Toronto 10, Oakland 6
Boston 3, California 0
New York 4. Chicago 1
Detroit to. Texas 3
Milwaukee 3. Seattle 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Oakland I Haas 5-01 at Toronto (Key 0-21
California ISlaton 3.11 at Boston (Boyd 2.2)
Seattle (Swift 0.11 at Milwaukee I Nieves 1.1
Kansas City Black 1.21 at Cleveland Candlotti 1.21.
In)
New York (Rasmussen 2.11 at Chicago (Seaver 2-21.
In)
Detroit (LaPoint 0-01 at Texas (Hough 0-01, I n1
Baltimore (Davis 1.11 at Minnesota (Viola 3.11. 1n
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at Cleveland.(n)
New York at Chicago, In)
Detroit at Texas.In)
Baltimore at Minnesota. in
Boston at Seattle. in)
Milwaukee at Oakland, In)
Toronto at California, In'
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division New York
Id
4
POO
Montreal
10
12
545 5
Pittsburgh
10
10
300 6
Philadelphia
9
12
429 714
St Louie
9
13
409 8
Chicago
9
14
391
814
West Menial
Houston
15
8
662 Sap Francisco
15
11
577
14
San Diego
13
12
520
3
Los Angeles
13
14
481
4
Atlanta
11
13
450
41
;
Cincinnati
16
5
238 9
Manday's Genies
Montreal S. Philadelphia 4
Atlanta 4. Cincinnati I. 11 Innings
Only games scheduled
TINIMMWS Games
Los Anvil*, I Welch
at Chicago (Hoffman 0.11
Mauston lPCfl.piIr 6-0 at New York 4Gooden 4-01.
Oil
Atlanta 1Palmer 2.11 at Cinclimall (Gullickeon 0-31.
In)
Montreal I McGaffigan 1-01 at Philadelphia (Cnriton
1-41. In)
San Francisco (Krukow 3.21 at Pittsburgh
IReuschel 2.21. (n1
Mn Diego lThurma.dS-D at 8t Louis ICoxOS 1 In'

Weaselly% Grass

11.
=

753-8355

l_os Angeles at Chicago
Houston at New York. In(
Montreal at Philadelphia. n1
San Francisco at Pittsburgh. ( n
Atlanta at Cincinnati. In)
San Diego at St Louis. I ni
AMERICAN LEAGUE
' BATTING (50 at bats )-0Brien. Texas. .390. Allan.
son, Cleveland. .379. Puckett. Minneuota, 376, ReJackson, California. .373. Yount. Milwaukee, 364
RUNS-Puckett. Minnesota, 27, RHenderson. New
York, 24, Downing. California. 20. Joyner. California.
20; OBrien, Texas. 20.
RBI-Canseco. Oakland. 25, Mattingly, New York.
25; Downing, California. 22. Puckett. Minnesota, 22. 5
are tied with 19
HITS-Puckett. Minnesota. 41. Joyner. California.
35, Moseby, Toronto, 34. Jacoby, Cleveland. 12.OBrien, Texas. 32. Yount, Milwaukee, 32
DOUBLES,
-Downing. California. 10. Buckner.
Boston, 9; Tabler, Cleveland, 9; 5 are tied with 8
TRIPLES-9 are tied with 2
HOME RUNS-Puckett. Minnesota. 11. Canseco.
Oakland, 8; Joyner, California. 8. 6 are tied with 6
STOLEN BASES-RHenderson. New York 19.
Cangelosi. Chicago, 17; Felder, Milwaukee. 9.
Moaeby. Toronto, 8: Wiggins. Baltimore. 7
PITCHING 13 decisions( -Clemens. Boston, 5-0_
1.000, 1.52: Haas. Oakland. 5.0. 1 000. 1 47: JNiekro.
New York. 4-0, 1 000, 2.54. Lelbrandt, Kansas City, 4-0.
1.000. 3.24: Bailee, Cleveland. 4-1. 800, 627. Higuera.
Milwaukee. 4.1. 800. 2 45. Tanana. Detroit. 4-1. 800.
26$
STRIKEOUTS-Clemens. Boston. 49. Rite
Oakland, 48, Hurst. Boston, 46. 'Rivera. Milwaukee.
38, Blyleven. Minnesota, 34, UMW California. 34
SAVES -C,amacho. Cleveland, 6, DMoore. Cantor.
nia, 6. Hernandez, Detroit. 6, RIghetti, New York. 6.
Aame. Baltimore. 5
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 150 at bats i-Ftay. Pittsburgh. 391.
Backman. New York. MO. Galarraga, Montreal. MO.
Knight. New York. 349, Gwynn, San Diego 340
RUNS-Gladden, San Francisco, 19. Leonard. San
Francisco, IS. Hernandez. New York, 17, %Clark. San
Francisco, 17. Carter. New York 16, Orsulak Pittsburgh. 16
RBI-Marshall. Los Angeles, 22. Ray Pittsburgh.
21. Schmidt, Philadelphia, 20, Brooks. Montreal. 19.
caror. New York. 19. Leonard_ San Francisco. 19
HITS-Gwynn, San Diego. 34, Leonard. San Francisco. 34, Ray, Pittsburgh. 34, Brooks. Montreal. 31.
WCIark. San Francisco, Si
DOUBLES-Hernandez. New York. 9 Rileynolds.
Pittsburgh, 9. RThompson. San Francisco 9. Raines.
Montreal. V. Brooks. Montreal. 8
TRIPLES-Brooks. Montreal, 2. Coleman, StLouls,
2. Dykstra. New York, 2, Jeltz. Philadelphia. 2.
Leonard, San Francisco, 2, Moreno Atlanta. 2.
Raines. Montreal. 2
HOME RUNS-Marshall I.os Angeles..
7. Dawson,
Montreal. 6; Knight, New York, 6. flare tied with 5
STOLEN BASES-Duncan Los Angeles IS. Doran,
Houston. 11, EDavis, Cincinnati, 11, Coleman,
StLotils. 8. Dykstra. New York 8. MThornpson
Philadelphia. Sa
PITCHING 3 decisions( -Fernandez. New York
1-0, 1 000. 281. Gooden. New York 40. 1 000, 1 26.
Knepper. Houston. 5-0_ 1000. 1 31. Ojeda, New York
4-0. I 000. 1 0111. Tibbs, Montreal. 3.0. 1 000. I 71
STRIKEOUTS-ZSmith. Atlanta
45, Scott
Houston, 43. Valenswela Los Angeles 40 Sutcliffe
Chicago. 37, Welch. Los Angeles, 37
SAVES-DSmith. Houston A. Bailer Chicago. S.
Oran.° New York. 5, flosses, San Inezio, 4, Worrell.
StLouls 4

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Entire stock of
RECLINERS
by

an0
25t050%off
For 10 Days Only, you can get incredible savings on every

Action recliner in stock! So go ahead, put your feet up

and relax in a luxurious recliner at comfortable savings!
We've got many styles to choose from including
traditional, contemporary and Colonial designs. Choose
from resters, Wall Saver recliners and rocker-recliners.
Lean way back and sink into cushiony comfort!
There isn't much time left - hurry in for best pick!
208
E. Maiii
Murray
753-4834

urman's
FURNITURE
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Antibiotics Have Surprising
Result for Woman on the Pill

DEAR ABBY: Please warn
women who rely on birth control
pills that if they take antibiotics,
the effectiveness of the pill may be
greatly reduced.
My grandson and his lovely wife
are soon to be parents - thanks to
the antibiotics she had taken for a
brief time due to an infection in her
ear! She was more than a little
surprised to learn she, was pregnant. Thank heavens, they can
afford this unplanned pregnancy many young couples can't.
Please print this for others who do
not know the facts of life In° pun
intended).
INDIANA- GRANNY-TO-BE

Wrong! Andrew Johnson was
impeached. I submit the following
from The World Book: Andrew
Johnson, the 17th president of the
United States, was the only president ever to be impeached. He
became chief executive upon the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln.
The Civil War had just ended.
Johnson, a Democrat from Tennessee, wanted to carry out Lincoln's
program of kind and generous
treatment for the defeated Confederate State's. But he faced a Republican' Congress controlled by men
determined to punish the South.
Congress passed a series of harsh
laws over Johnson's repeated vetoes. Feelings became so strong that
DEAR GRANNY: It's incon- the House of Representatives voted
ceivable ipun intended) that a to impeach him. But the Senate
physician would fail to mention failed by one vote to remove Johnthis fact to a patient of child- son from office.
bearing age. Thanks, Granny,
PHILIP BATE:MAN,
for a valuable letter.
DECATUR, ILL.

CLASSIFIED
1.legal
Advertisement
For Bids
Kentucky
Finance and Administration
Cabinet, Depart:,
ment for Facilities
Management, Division of Contracting
and Administration, Room 4145,
New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40801,
INVITATION TO
BID: ES-267-88
OPENING
DATE: May 23,
1986 2:00 P.M.,
E.D.T.
PROJECT:
White Hall Ceiling
Lighting & Painting
Improvements, Murray State University, Murray, KY
For additional information and bid
documents call
502/564-3050.
2

•••
S..

DEAR.ABBY: A myth in a good
cause is still a myth. In a recent

column on the importance of one
vote, one of your readers stated, "In
1960, one vote change in each
precinct in Illinois would have
defeated John F. Kenneth'." Good
story - but not true.
Kennedy received 303 electoral
votes in 1960. He needed 268 to win.
Illinois had 27 votes. Had Kennedy
lost Illinois, he still would have had
276 electoral votes- and still would
have been elected president.
Best from your friends at the
Chicago Tribune,
RANDY CURWEN, CHICAGO
DEAR RANDY: Another Illinois reader claims to have
spotted another flaw in the list
of so-called historical events
submitted by an Alabama
reader. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: A reader from
Talladega. Ala., submitted a list of
historical events pointing up the
importance of one vote. Among
them • One vote saved President
Andrew Johnsoik from impeachment.

DEAR ABBY: I have a message
for "Smart and Confused," who felt
superior. Feeling superior is not all
that rare. I also have always felt
superior to most of my contemporaries. Oddly enough, I kept running
into people who felt exactly the
same way. To paraphrase Ambrose
Bierce: "An egoist is someone who
thinks more of himself than he does
of me."
Feeling superior is an arrested
state of development. Compassion,
not intelligence, is the greatest
human attribute. An ounce of
kindness is worth a pound of
cleverness. It's nice to be intelligent,
but it's intelligent to be nice.
GARY ENGLE, BELTON, MO.
*5.

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new, updated, expanded booklet,
"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send your name and address clearly
printed with a check or money order
for $2.50 and a long,stamped(39 cents)
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

Notice

PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4-455 evenings.
OKAY SONS &
DAUGHTERS do
something different &
special for mom this
Mothers Day- order her
a specially decorated
heart cake from PAM'S
CAKE HUT for only
$6.50. Just call 759-4492
.Mon.-Fri. between
8a.m. & 3p.m.

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
AnnouncedAt Rates As Low As

$21 a month!

2 .Notice
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Choice Disease Free

Happy Birthday
Gene Cook

5" Fingerlings

20°

possible. Prepare at
home for Post Office
CieTk-Carrisr employment exams.
Write: Federated
(KYSI POB 3006 Hattiesburg. MS 39403-3006.
CAN you buy Jeeps'
Cars' 4x4's seized in
drug raids for under
$100.00? Call for facts
today! (615) 269-6701
Ext. 259.
DAILY P.M. newspaper
seeks desk person to
handle and layout local
and wire pages. Some
feature writing. Call
Jane 606-678-8191.
15 6 CT 0 R r e commended. Need 75
overweight men women, your area, to
make money while losing weight. Mrs.
Woodard, (502(826-5978
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No salts. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 En.
terprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
FEDERAL, State &
Civil jobs now available. Call 1-201-586-2556
ext. 16A5 24 hours for
Info.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040- $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
LONG distance trucking. north/American
Van Lines need
owner/operators! If
you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one, northAmerican offers tractdr purchase
plans. Depending on the
program you choose,
you can get started for
$850 to $2500. If you are
21 or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call any weekday. Toll
Free 1-800-348-2191 Ask
for Depts. 194.
NEED babysitter for
school age child in my
fib-rhe--fiKir
-ksey---ates).
Send resume with references to P.O. Bok
1258, Murray, Ky. 42071.
NOTICE- Experienced
Life & Health agent,
Monumental Life. 128
year old company, is
now expanding its sales
force in Mayfield &
Murray area. We offer a
complete fringe benefit
package and an excellent starting salary.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 601, Mayfteld,_
Ky. 42066 or call
443-0028.
QUALIFIED drivers
wanted. Minimum age
25. One year's experience required.
Starting pay 20.5 cents
per miles. Benefits
available. Call Hornady
Truk Line Inc., Monroeville, AL, 1-800-6331313.
RN home helath care,
7:30-4:00 Mon.-Fri.
Fringe benefits. Call
901-644-1990.
RN needed, full-time
11-7. Employee would
be scheduled every
weekend off. Apply in
person at Care Inn, 4th
& Indiana, Mayfield.
Ky. or call 247-0200.

They say it's nifty
to be fifty,
But isn't it sporty
to be forty?

Catfish
Fingerlings

TLG
Each

Murray
Bait Co.

SLUM FIE R SLIM..
Slumber Slim.. Slumber
Slim.. Lose weight
while you sleep-- The
Amazing Natural
Amino Acid Dietary
Supplement as seen on
TV for $19.95. Available
at your Local Drug
Store for only $9.95!!!!
56 tablets/4 week
supply.
WALLACE'S U-1-977.-ii
acres of strawberries,
50 cents a quart. Open
Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
7a.m. Sun. 1-5p.m. 7530195, N. 16th 8z Poor
Farm Rd.

Hwy. 94 East
02 SHINGLES- 115.95 sq.
Mid -South Wholesale
Building: 342 East
Washington: Paris; 901642-2552.
BARRETT Service
Center has Monroe
heavy duty shocks for
$8.88. 200 N. 4th St.
753-6001.
LOSE weight, gain
weight or just feel good.
Costs less than $1.60 per
day. Call Margaret at
606-887-4732.

Happy
Birthday
Paul
Redden

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the PartA. deductible and
co-payment
amounts. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you will have to
pay the first $492.00
before Medicare
pays anything. For
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Love, Shane
& Casey
5. Lost and Found
LOST dog- solid white
male Westie. Lost in
Murray --H igtr-Seitoo4-area. Answers to name
Peewee. Call 753-2813.
LOST in vicinity of
Hazel- setter bird dog,
orange ticked, answers
to Dan. Call 492.8220

"Free local claim service"

Bennett &
Associates
Murray

6. Help Wanted
$ 2 0 , 0 0 0 ?2 A 21 T

Notice

NEED 200 overweight
people to try new weight
control program. No
exercise, no diet.
Guaranteed. Cali 502•
533-6560, Nedra.
PAM'S CAKE HUT is
the place to call the next
time you need a cake for
any reason. They make
cakes of all kinds
Including character and
novelty cakes. So call
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410
Main on Court square.

305 14 4th
753-7273

THAT'S NOT VERY
ENCOURAGING!!!

YOU DRIVE ME CRAZY!
YOU MUST BE THE
WORST OUTFIELDER IN THE
HISTORY OF BASEBALL

1-•
YOU LEE
WHOLE
ROW WAS PERFECTLY
LINED UP, EXCEPT FOR
SLOGGO'S

11-4AT6 RIG EkT,
SOLITARY

Al least
friends all

your

*flood
in the Summer

.)1c! I ALMOST
SWALLOWED
THIS ONE:

GARFIELD, TI-IERE ARE CAT
HAIRS ALL OVER THIS PLACE

4.1

r YES,ISN'T IT
WONDERFLii2THEY
ARE LIKE FAMILY

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for
daytime employment.
Apply at 1111 Chestnut.

Parents of a lazy river

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

6. Help Wanted
SECRETARY needed,
experience necessary.
Also, diesel truck
mechanic. Now accepting applications. Duncan's Truck Service
759-403,4.

SUBSTITUTE GRANDMOTHER. Responsible, dependable, non
smoking person, with
own transportation to
care for newborn infant.
References required!
Position available late
July. Mon. thru Fri.
8a.m. to 5p.m. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-B. Murray, Ky.
TRUCK drivers! Drive
with Pride! Excellent
equipment and benefits.
Apply in person: Poole
Truck Line. Crestline
Dr., Henderson, Ky.
EOE.

Hawaii
in 87?
Become a supervisor
for Christmas around
the world. This can
be possible plus
more. Excellent income, no investment, ground floor
opportunity. Call collect 502-928-2384.
9. Situation Wanted
CHRISTIAN lady
do babysitting in your
home & light housework
if desired. Babies thru
school age. I do not
smoke or drink. Call
753-3991.
I will do house cleaning.
Experienced. Dependable. References.
Call 753-6043.
WILL mow yards in
Lynn Grove area. Call
435-4298

WILL-7WMThel=y
day or night or on
vacation time. Will
consider live-in. Also,
clean houses.- Call for
references & rates anytime. -Phone &o.- 768-4590.
WOMAN would like
houses Or offices to
clean. Reasonable
rates. Good references.
Call anytime 753-4590.

10. Business Opportunity
BUSINESS for sale- Sun
Lovers Salon. For informationcall 759-9671.
OPEN your own one
price discount shoe
store. $13.99 for every
pair of shoes.
Nationally known
brands 'Liz Claiborne
• Evan Picone
*Cherokee •Famolare
'Kangaroos 'Buster
Brown 'Shirt Tails
*Child Life 'Rainbow
Brite *Bass *Levi and
many more. $19.900.00
includes beginning
inventory- training.
fixtures- grand opening
promotions and round
tip air fare. Prestige
Fashions 501-329-2362.
WOLFF System Tanning. Don't be fooled by
imitations. Buy Wolff
System tanning beds
from the midwest distributor. (6141574-2295
or 1-800-882-7297.
11. Instruction
RELICOPTER flight
training. Private pilot
rating. $4750. 40 Hours
flight time. No previous
experience necessary.
Private add on $3562.
Call 606-498-4652.
14. Want to Buy

PIP YOLI FINISH
ALL THE TRAFFIC
5I6146, ZERO?:

1

NOW WHAT?!
4ism

I DETOUR

PEAI2
END

STOPPir*

NM+

SPAIMR495
AND ,
SAURRICRAUT

T NAT S
SUPPOSE

comea A,AE

TO

AREN'T
iOU

ACROSS
1 Snake
4 Evade
9 Greek letter
12 Bud Abbott's
partner
13 Famed
14 Take a seat
16 Ghastly pale
17 Draws out
19 Stupefy
21 Sched. abbr
22 Scoffed
25 Cooks slowly
29 That man
30 Raises
32 Painful
33 Night bird
35 Fear
37 Insect egg
38 Lively
Scottish
dance
40 Dinner
course
42 Neon symbol
43 Quality
45 Medley
47 Three toed

Answer to Previous Puzzle
sloths
49 Veer
50 Mixed
54 Norwegian
poet and
dramatist
57 That woman
58 Worn away
60 Attempt
61 Asian ox
62 Judges
63 View.

DOWN
1 Everyone
2 Old French
coin
3 Pocketbook
4 Lasted
5 Behold!
6 South-, western
Indian
7 Erase:
printing
8 Prepares for
print

SAC
SPORT
A al P
OGO
ERROR
LEA
00YOTE
BELLOW
DADO
TE
NUE
l
i
IRE
A LIME
00 SCENALII OS
SOT
TIN
IN
OMPLETED
ALE
lallE
DOR
MISS
AE
ETNA
8 A UK E T
A li El H 0 R
ONE
LICIT
CID 13
NT
SPANS
PAT
9 Pounds per
sq. in.. abbr.
10 Strike
11 Possessive
pronoun
16 Roman road
18 Household
pets
20 Approaches

!
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I°
ii

1

2

3

12

4

5

7
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mill

'
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ill 21
Enda10111
m
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22 Brief
23 More recent
24 Vision
26 Vast age
27 Squeeze
moisture
from
Mediter28
ranean vessel
31 Transactions
34 Meadow
36 Plays
amorously
39 Falsifier
41 Bespatter
44 Wearied
46 Birds' homes
48 Withered
50 Timid
51 Social affair
52 Irritate
53 Female deer
55 Before
56 Brood of
pheasants
59 Samarium
symbol

WANT car or truck
motor and automatic
transmission in good
running condition, 1974.
or older. reasonable.'
436-5806.
15. Articles for Sale
PLYWOOD ff2 3/4
4'x8' sheets- only $9.25.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Parts: 901642-2552.
4'x8' TREATED lattice$14.95 ea. Mid-South
Wholsale Building. 342
East Washington.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
1{IRBY vacumn cleaners,
new and reconditioned.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th and Walnut. Mayfield.
247-4704.
and Karate
Martial Art supplies.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th and Walnut. Mayfield.
247-4704.

7111111:F/R5M-fri.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$800 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0696.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0696.

16. Herne Furnishings
'BRASS BED (Kingsize)
complete with firm
orthopedic mattress
set. Never 'used, still in
carton. Cost over $1200,
must sell. $381 eash.
Call 1:564-0462.
SOFA hide•a•bed,
avocado green with
brown, some gold &
oranr, $65. 759-4006.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 9, temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0696.

CLASSIFIEDS
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16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous
24. Miscellaneous
38. Pets -Supplies
46 Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
BEDROOM suite• full INTERNATIONAL
52 Boats -Motors
53 Services Offered
Cub TARPAULIN 12'x18'
53. Services Offered
REX dog food- 21', LOG home
size bed & chest. Can be Cadet lawn tractor. 42" $75. 759-4005.
builders dry 1983 SILVER Pontiac 16
protein- 50 lbs. $7.25. spruce double
FT Fabuglass boat, JOINER'S comple
seen at 128 Riviera.
NEED your piano
te
tongue
Trans
Am,
&
T-tops,
cut. WO. Call 753-8124
p
s..
Shoemaker Seed Inc. groove
motor
logs. Example p b • p w . AM/FM Ryan and trailer 1666 tree service, 32 yrs
tuned9 Call Shane at
LARGE, large, large 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Ave
Chestnu
4th
&
t.
exper
313.x40'x8' walls. $2548 cassette stereo, loaded
ience
19. Farm Equipment
Also. 7531683.
selection of storage GOOD 12x) mobile
17 1/2 CHRYSLER stumps mechanically
wholesale & retail. with extras
ROOFING, Plumbing,
A.'arma)1 iraclor, buildings in stock for home, $2800. Call 753- 4 3 . Real Estate
tri-hull,
h
40
Johnson
p.
,
remov
Good
ed 10" below Concrete work, Ad
Creek Lumber, 901-593-3189
disk, plows k cultivator, immediate delivery. 4808.
new control box. new surface Call 753-0386.
ACRES southwest of Olney, MT. 59927 1984 NISSAN Maxima
ditions, Painting,
, steering hook-up, new
$1500. Call 492-8894 after Acree Portable SEVERAL 10' & 12 town, or will sell in lots 406-862-1707.
LEE'S CARPET General Carpentry.
talks, stereo, 6 winch, foot
Buildings, Mayfield, mobile homes. Ideal
control CLEANING For all
.for or sections. Call 753-1349 OWNER must sell in speaker
P.A. Mol‘ny Co
s, power winlake or rental, furnished after 6p.m.
AY equipment, New Ky. 502-247,7831.
next 2 weeks- lake house dows & doors, 5 speed trolling motor, trailer. your carpet & upholst- 753 8 6 2 8 . Free
John Deere lawn or unfurnished, AC.
$2500
Holland, like new,
or
best
offer.
Call
ery cleaning. For a tree Estimates.
GOVERNMENT land. in plush condition, 2 BR. and more. 753-6836 after 474-8855
haybine 9 ft., baler 310, & garden tractors- 650 & Negotiable. 753-5209.
.
estimate call 753-5827. SEWIN
Deliquent tax property 2 baths, large kitchen, 5p.m.
G Machine Rehayrake 10 ft. Ftobards, 750, bargain priced at
1958
RICH
ARDS
ON
living
Satisfie
room 26x15, great 1684 THUNDERBIRD.
d references.
pair. All makes and
Stokes Tractor, Indust- 28. MobNe Homes for Rent available at ultra low
Ky. (502)521-7131.
room 26824, garage 22.000 miles, local ow- cruiser. 75'; restored_ LICENSED Electrician
prices.
For
informa
tion
rial
Road
753-1319
models
. Home & In.
3 Ott
Builders, FarMit furnished, call 1-619-565-6491 24hrs.
27x15. House built in ner, AC. power win- Twin 6 cylinder for residential and
mers, Contractors. ODD jobs- builds decks, AC/natural gas. Shady
'79-80. Approximately dows, seat & lock. Chrysler Marine, $4500. commercial. Heating dustrial. Bag closing
WE
have
buyers!
machine
Calf
s. Also scissor
Can be seen at Kenlake
Build with D•Ftib metal patios; tree trimming
Oaks 753-5209.
us to sell. Century 21 2,200 sq.ft. Private boat AM/FM cassette, $8, Slip 042. 436•54 . and air condition, gas sharpening. 40 yrs.
roofing and siding from Phone 436-2904.
75 installation and repair.
FOR rent- nice 2 BR Loretta
dock. Make me an offer. 000. Call 753-1863 after
Jobs
Realtor
experi
s
ence, All work
evenings.
Davis Metal Sales. Theletee-trUKNITUKe trailer, near Murray. No
Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
Phone 753-7203.
5p.m.
753-1492.
guaranteed. Kenneth
Information•free- NEW shipment of pets. Call 480-2611.
1976 11' RUNABOUT MOBILE
SUPER Insulated new
HOM
E
Barnhi
ll, 753-2674,
brochure. 1-800-442-0135, shelving- 1 load compuwalk through wind- Specialist
home, 9 3/8 fixed
44. Lots for Sale
Repair and Stella, Ky.
ter desks, storage 30. Business Rentals
1971.
1-800-222-7003.
shield, 1975 Mercury preventative
Mercury
interest for 1st time
mainte
nLOT on Anderson home buyers 1600
STUMP REMO
O.B. 65 H.P., new seats, ance. Roofs,
POLE buildings- cabinets, desks, chairs, COIIIME CIAL
sq. ft.
Marque;
floors, SERVICVAL
build• Shores. Call 382-2545.
good condition. $2000. plumbing,
E.
30'x36'x10' cave, ser- files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts ing, suitabl
2 or 3 bedrooms, 2
wiring
e
.
for
429
engine,
any
full
power
Mechanically removed
ONLY 3/4 mi. from baths, Redwood
Call 436-2158.
vice door and 15'x9' end Used Office Furniture, kind of business
hurrica
ne
passive
straps.
759.
Can
be
with
air
cond.. $350
10 inches below the
lake. You can buy 5 solar green house
slider, completely 1016 Jefferson St., seen at 621
4850.
plus
S. 4th or call wooded
surface, no damage to
acres for only central heat & air.
erected, $3,850. Other Paducah, Ky.
CaN 759-1090
759-1144.
MOOD
53.
Y'S
Service
Offered
s
Mowe
r
surroundin
$5995. With reasonable 753-0663 Tripp William
sizes available. Blitz PRICE war!
after 4 p.m.
s
Repair- pickup and Larry Wood g lawn.
Large
down payment & $141 Builder & Broker.
Builders, Inc, 1-800-428- flashing arr,pw
753-0211 or
delive
signs 32. Apts for Rent
ry.
All
work
per month. Property TWO houses,
1.443-8682.
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498 $229 compleie!
ROOFING
I- 3 BR, 1- '84 ESCORT L, 4-speed
guaranteed Call 753Were 2 BR apt., refrigerator, located
IN.
on black top 2 BR. Both in
UPP4OLSTERY re
$499. Lighted, non - range, dishwasher
Metal & Shingles.
5668_
nice with air, casset
, road near Hamlin & neigh
asonable rates for
arrow $279. Nonlighted disposal. Lease &
borhood. For AM/FM, excell te
Alumin
um
&
20. Sports Equipment
Vinyl
de- Pinebluff. Call 753-7531.
ent
automotive, furniture,
more info. call 753-9021.
$229! Free box letters! posit required. $285
condition, 28,000 mi
Siding.
a
marine upholstery.
SCI.TB A equipment. Warranty. Can sell month. Call 75911503
WE have several new 762-2111 or
45. Farms for Sale
.
333-5733.
Mid South Upholstery,
Free estimates.
tank, regulator, de- locally. Factory: 0-502- 2
listings of quality 3 or 4
BR duplex with car- 18 ACRES pasture
410 S. 4th St. 753-6316.
pth/pressure gauge. 842-3332, collect.
& BR homes, both in city 50. Used Trucks
Call 759-1600
port on Stadium View choice building
WET BASEMENT? We
site on and county. Call 753backpack, $200. Call PROTECT your in- Dr.
Central heat and Old Salem Rd.. $20,000.
make wet basements
753-5824.
1222 Kopperud Realty 1965 CHEV 3/4 ton 2 MEN
vestment put a rubber air, all appliances,
want to do yard
pickup, flat bed. Call
dry. Work completely
bed mat in your new carpeted, deposit re- 2 choice lots, $4500 ea. for courteous 492-8541,
22. Musical
if no answer work. Tree trimming,
527-0903.
guaranteed. Call or
competent service.
Let
Rex
give
picku-up truck. Stokes quired. No pets.
you
a
remova
l of unwanted
call 436-5643.
23 PLUS acres Kirksey
write Morgan Con
P.A. Peavey XR 600B, Tractor 753-1319.
Married couples
price on your sep1967 CHEVY, sharp. trees & shrubbery, mow
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
mixer amp., 6 channel PUSH -MOWERS - preferred. Available area. 8 acres tillable, 1 4 7. Motorcycles
yards,
light
hauling &
Short wheel base
tic tank & backhoe
409A, PaNtugah, Ky
equalizer, 9 band; 2 SELF-PROPELLED HI- May 1. 753-1799 after plus acre pond, balance
in timber. 753-6173 or 1975 750K HONDA with pickup. manual trans.. wood for sale. Free es42001 or call 1 442 7026.
work.
SP-3 speakers. Call WHEEL- cheap or 5p.m.
timates
.
753-0680
or 759753-8248 after 6:30p.m.
2 wheel trailer. Needs wide white letter tires,
WILL haul white rock,
402-8873.
1683.
expensive- whatever / BR duplex in Northrottle & a little TLC. red & silver. Call 753
sand, lime, rip rap and
your needs! See us thwood. carpeting, ap- 30 ACRES off g41 N., $800
ALL type masonry
2931
after
24. Miscellaneous
4p.m.
or
can
for
half
both.
croplan
436-5475
d, wooded
masonary sand, coal,
before you buy. Stokes pliances, central
be seen at 1606 Miller work, block, brick,
evenings.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
30 yrs. experience
19' DEEP freeze, chest, Tractor 753-1319.
heat/air, $285 per scenic building site with
concrete,' driveways,
Ave.
$1600.
Must
sell
by
well,
1983
septic,
BLAC
garage,
Call Roger Hudson,
K Harley
type, recliner chair. Call PUSH mower- used less month. Call 759-4406.
sidewalks, patios, house
satellite. $23,500. 527- Davis XLX Sportster, May 15th
759-4842 after 5:30p.m.
foundations, new ODD job specialist, 753 4545 or 753 6763.
than 1 yr., cast FURNISHED apts. 0903.
1974
CHEV
ROEL
excell
T
ent
condit
ion,
#2 STAINLESS steel aluminum, 21"- $75. Renting now- available
ceiling fans, electrical. WILL pull and overhaUT
many extras. Call 759- Cheyenne pickup, chimneys or chimney
sinks- $29.50. Mid-South 759-4005.
repair. 25 years ex- plumbing. fencing. You motors. Also, trans
in May. Adults only- no 46. Homes for Sale
automat
ic,
ps.
pb,
1512
air,
or
753-8540
.
mission work. Ex
Wholesale Building; 342 SADDLE UP
A HORSE pets. Zimmerman 2 BR, 1 bath, frame house 400 CC 4 cyl. Honda completely new rebuilt perience. Free es• name it. I do it. You perienced Call
East Washington; WHEEL
buy. I install. You
436 2962.
HORSE of Apartments, S. 18th St., with attached garage on street bike, like new. engine & transmission. timates. Call Charles
Paris; 901-642-2552.
break. I fix. Call 436Barnett 753-5476.
Excelle
course at Stokes Trac- 753-6609.
nt
conditio
n.
See
55
cheap.
Feed and Seed
large lot. Located on
Also, 250 cc
2868.
7x16 GARAGE door, tor, Industrial
APPLIANCE
Road
Kawasaki dirt bike, real at University Gulf- 5
$200; truck topper for 753-1319.
SERVICE. Kenmore, PAINTING- Exterior ALFALFA hay.
near Hospital, low Hwy. 68, 2 miles west of cheap!
Points
or
call
753-8124
.
437-4437.
Fair Dealing. $25,000
short wheel base, $100. SATEL
1977 DATSUN pickup, Westinghouse. and interior. Over 20 bargain Call 502-665LITE: Drake utilities. 753-3949.
firm. 354-8191.
Call after 5p.m.
automatic transmis- 'Whirlpool. 23 years yrs. experience. Free 5815.
ESR 424, hand-held ITUR-Cal apts. Nor- 2 BR' home, large 4 9 . Used Cars
759-4429.
sion. Excellent condi- experience. Parts and estimates. Phone 437- 56 .
remote, year warranty, thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. kitchen with refriger
Free Column
a- 1085 MUSTANG, good
service. Bobby Hopper. 4221 or 437-4534.
CRAZY Kong- com- 10', alumin
um, motor Now renting. Equal tor & range, storage° condition. Call after tion. Call 753-8823.
mercial type arcade operate
1979 FORD Window Van Bob's Appliance Ser- PAINTING =Paper FREE Calico cat, fernd, UPS shippa- Housing Opportunity. building, low utilities, 4p.m. 753-4804.
vice, 202 S 5th St. hanging, commerical or ale.spade. almost
game, excellent condi- ble,
7
$884. Lee Electron- 759-4984.
new roof, near the 1076 TRIUMPH TR-7 F150, stereo, brkes, air, Business 753-4872. 436- residential.
tion. Phone 759-1029.
Free es- years old. TemNICE 2 BR apt. in quiet University
tape
player
ics, 879-8351 nights.
,
seats.
.
Call
sports
5848
car,
cylinder
4
timates
(home)
,
,
.
Coming soon TORO at
References. 25 peramental but
Looks good & runs good.
SELF propelled mower, neighborhood, ''applian- 753-1820.
air, excellent condition.
APPLIANCE REPAIR: years experience
Stokes Tractor.
friendly. Call 753-0739
Call 753-9400.
22", almost new, $95. ces furnished, $245 per 2 BR modern frame Call 759-1933.
Tremon
Factory
after 5p.m.
Farris 759-1987
authorized for
DON'T work like a 759-4005.
month. 759-4406.
house,
beautif
ully
re•
1978
Tappan
LTD
III.
5
,
1 . Campers
Kelvinator and
2 dr.,
horse this summer put a
NOW renting 2 BR apts.
$1000. Call 436.2429 afterBrown. Serviee'err gas-Wheel Horse to- work fOr SPECIAL- Blade beit-1---at Embassy zin-d 1 - BR dec.onsied_interior.-Ready
clutch
to
move
for
into.
Snapper
5p.m.
30"
and
electri
c ranges.
you! See at Stokes
1973 Camper microwaves
mower- reg. price apts. at other locations. Located on Olive St. 1079 BUICK Regal. V-8.
, disTractor 753-1319.
138.96, sale price for all Days 753-0268. nights $19,000. Call 751-2237.
h
wash
ers
ps,
pb, air conditioning,
, reSelf-Contained frigerators,
E N CYCLOPEDIA 3 parts $19.95 while
753-3530.
2 BR modern home with new tires, good condithey
etc. Earl
overstocks. 21 Volume',
last! Stokes Tractor 1 or 2 bedroom Apart- shed, garden spot and tion, 1 owner, high
Lovett,
Call
354.6956
or 753CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
highest quality, newest
ment near downtown well. 312,500.
753-1319.
5341.
Call 438- mileage. $2,150.
edition. Were $899.00,
Murray. Call 753-4109 or 5439.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
7531265
SPLIT
firewoo
753-9349
CARP
d,
.
$25 a 762-6650.
ENTER wants
now 3299.00. 30 day
OVER
work. Call Rick Brunafter 6 p.m.
ratisfaction/money- rick or 15 for 100. Call TAKING applications 3 BEDROOM, corner 1979 CONTINENTAL
20 YEARS
lot,
quiet
492-8936
ner
neighbo
.
rhood
436-2922
Mark V. sky blue
. Reasonaback guarantee. Offer
for Section 8. Rent on Meadow
EXPERIENCE
•
lane, small loaded, must sell. Call 1977 24 COACHMAN ble rates. References
clean 55
limited, call 1-800-628furnished.
gal. drums, $O each. AG Subsidized apt. 1, 2 oc 3 garden, $45,000. 759-1377.
camper
2874 Mon.-Fri.
,
fully
self
conSTOP
BR.
BY
Apply Hilldale 753-5901.
AND SEE'
1079 MON'rE Carlo, ps, tained including awning
FLASHING arrow Brokers, Industrial Rd. Apts., Hardin, Ky.
OUR NEW SHOW ROOM •
3 BEDROOM brick, new pb, tilt, air, stereo. 1979 and rollup antenna,
signs. all types, com- 753-4533.
Equal Housing
•
roof, TVA insulation, Chevette, 4 door hatch $4,500. Call 759-1049 after
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
repair allry
-u7
•
plete, free delivery, no
large
shady
lot,
Like new back. Call 759-9649.
17aKn
i
s! Best OpportunityVfrURN1SHED 1
hidden charges, direct, - lawn mower
• MURRAY, KY 42071
.
753-5940
terms available, service in town! Stokes apt., stove, refrigera- central gas heat 1979 SEVILLE, high
A 22 ft. camper,
• Watch for the date of our Open
electric
AC
&
gas
water mileage, excellent fully self contained,
warranty. See locally. Tractor 753-1319.
House
tor, air conditioning & heater. Built-in
••••••••••••••••••••••
Frigid- condition. Asking $4950. good condition. Call
Call 502/ 4 87-6012 WHIRLPOOL water furnished.
$135.
aire
applian
ces.
Low Phone 362-8190.
collect.
759-4734 after 6p.m.
microwave oven with Call 753-3949.
utility bills. Near Un- 1980 FAIRM
FLASHING arrow 700 watts cooking
ONT, $1500.
iversity
.
52.
753-3330
Boats -Motors
.
signs!!! From $275. power, only $4.50 week. 34. Houses for Rent
1975 Chevy pickup,
non -arrow models Rudoph Goodyear, 753- 2 BEDROOM home, 3 BR, 1 bath, brick $1500. 753-6110 after 1977 CAPTAIN'S
Craft,
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
(lighting optional) from 0595.
available June 1st. home in city. Call 5p.m.
50 ft., V8 gen., dual air,
753-2375 and leave 11182
$195. 278 letters in- deBase III plus soft- Phone 753-9021.
DODG
ex.
E
Aries,
cond. $24,500. Call
cluded. Warranty. ware & 3.1 DOS for IBM 2 BR, near college,1206 number.
good condition, 2 door. 618-524-5025 days, 524- CARPETS Dirty? Rent
Visa/Mastercard. Re- XT. Perfect working month plus deposit. Call 3 BR brick, 2 baths, util- $2700. Call 753-0389 or 2533 evenings.
Host 'Dry' Carpet
ity, den, living room. 753-6331.
liable Signs. 1-800-531- condition, 2 months old. 753-0076.
Cleaner at Blacks De30'
HOUSE
BOAT,
real
large
deck, extra large
5314.
corating Center, 701 S.
/
Selling due to software 3 BR, 1 bath, brick
corner lot, fenced in yard, '66 MUSTANG. Pony good condition, sleeps 6, 4th St. or phone 753-0839
GARDEN carts & change. Call 502-527- florne in city.
.
Call carport in City Limits. edition, high perform- $3500. Call 527-1172.
trailers- special price 8602 between 8:30-5p.m. 753-2375 and leave
CUSTOM tilling- garance
engine.
33'
Good
NAUT
conALIN
FJ
$53,000.
753-9302.
during May. Stokes Mon.-Fri. Priced lower number.
dition. Call after 6p.m. houseboat 1967. T200's, dens & .yards. SatisfacCall
BY owner- reduced by 489-2485
.115 S. 13th
Tractor 753-1319.
tion guaranteed. No
than wholesale price.
.
gen., VHF, .$15,000
3 BR house on $8,000. 3 BR
brick, 1900
jobs to small. 753-9702
Dr.
Tom
Hopk
Murray, Ky.
ins
72 BUICK Skylark, 753-4065 evenings.
Sycamore. Lease or sq. ft., formal
lease with option to buy. dining room, living & runs good. Call after 84 GLASSTRON 15 ft. after 8p.m.
(502)
753-6
2 baths, 5:30p.m
202
42071
tiAVEI
S
Window CleanCall 753-4109 or 762-6850 large den,
. 437-4272.
ski boat, open bow. 125
patio deck.
ing Residential. comor 436-2844.
Evinru
77
de,
CHRYS
Auction 5 p.m. May 9, 1988.
some
LER
New
accarport, TVA insula•
3 BR house, 12 miles tion, etc. 7 miles from Yorker, $200. Call 492- cessories, $5350. Call mercial. one & two story.
Joining Anderson Shores,approx. 1 mile
References. 10f; Senior
753-8512 753-6149.
east of Murray. Garden Murray on State E873.
from beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Citizen discount. 436-2845
space. Gas furnished. highway. beautiful
80 OLDSMOBILE SAILBOARD, $450. Call or 753-9873
.
AUCTION
26 acres more or less sold at absolute
Deposit required. $175 shaded, one acre lot. Toronado. diesel
753-5824.
PENCE sales at Sears
auction.
month. Call 436.2576.
Thurs
Lower 50's. Call loaded, $3800. Day 753- SAILBOAT- San Juan now.
day, May 15, 10 a.m. 1986
Call Sears 753-2310
Two bedroom, very 489-2256, 753-7443.
8282 8a.m.-5p.m., nights 21', tiller, 3 sails, $5850
for free estimate for
Dan Miller Auctioneer
PARIS, TENNESSEE
nice, close to MSU, CANTERBURY: Neat 5 247-6504.
Call (502)247-6634
your needs.
Sale will be held 2 miles north of Paris.
Appliances. Call 753- BR brick, has 2 baths,
Pete Waldrop
ENERAL HOMr
0718 or 753-4478.
Follow 69 N. (Mayfield Hwy.) 11
living room, large den
/
2 mass and
REPAIR. 15 years exShroat Waldrop Realty, Broker
with fireplace, custom
turn north onto Whitlock Rd. at Vincents Imperience. Carpentry.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Terms: 10% down day of sale, balance in
kitchen, fenced yard,
plement Co. Go /
concrete, plumbing,
1
2 Illite and turn right onto
PERFORMANCE central air, gas heat
30 days or passing of deed.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
The
Newe
st
and
Best
Car
gravel
Lot
drive to sale site. Watch for sale
TESTE
D Simmental and much more. Mid
4354144
TO
SMALL. Free es759-1702
arrows!!!
and Maine -Anjou 60's. Phone 753-4679
In The Purchase
timates. Days 753-6973,
crossbred service age after 6p.m.
nights
474-2276.
We
Surplus and Salvage Equipment of
Consignment
bulls. Only the very top COUNTRY retreat in
G=ERING by Sears.
performance bulls of- lovely wooded setting
Henry County Highway Department
Movelm
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Lot
Sears continuous gutfered for sale. All bulls near Ky. Lake. Attracters installed for your
Need to S.fl That Car, We'll Move It
Gold
health tested and tively remodeled cedar
Sever
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
specifications. Call
guaranteed. Broadbent home with lovely
Need to Buy That Car, Come Buy
Dozers
Closed
Cranes
• Closed
', _
Dreglines
Sears 753-2310 for free
Farms, Cadiz, KY. fireplace in living room.
TD 20 Dozer 1962 - TO 20 Dozer 1971 - GI 29
Yesterday 343.80
estimate.
Yesterday
5.23
42211 (Day) 235-5182 Large master bedroom
Pull Pan - Dozer Blade TD 20 - Lorain Shovel
HAMILTON Cultured
(Night) 235-5170.
Opened
()Pined
and bath. Home has
Downtown Mooney• 4th & Poplar
L820J - Cat Motor Grade/with Bushhog 1962 Marble
,
topssinks.
unique and distinctive
Today
342.90
Today
Crane (GI) Garwood 1958 - Crane (GI) Garwood.
5.18
or call 759-1211
38. Pets-Supplies
panels, custom made
design and is tastefully
1958 - Pull Bloom - Champion 715-1977 - Bay
vanities. Free Est. 753Down
.70
Down
.05
AKC registered Great decorated. Offered by
City Moulins 1958 - Pay Loader IH 1960 - AC
9400.
Compliment. of
Dane puppies, $200 Kopperud Realty in the
Loader 1969 - Hough Loader 1967 - Hough
HAULING. AG Lime,
each. Call 901-842-4361 40's. 753-1222.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR 51-401 REPAIR
will haul and spread.
Loader 1967 - Pull Pan Letorineau No. S-13828LP
ter GOVERNMENT homes
a
f
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
Call 492-8425.
- Galion Motor Grader T500 1973 - Galion Motor
from $1 (U repair). Also
753 7113
Thursday, May 8th at 4 pall.
INSULATION blown in
REGISTERED Pointer delinquent tax proGrader (Scrap) - Gallon Roller - Champion
W.• buy Gold %live.
Dtome,r,ris
by Sears. TVA apAt the late Mr. William "Bill" Cope
bird dog puppies. For perty. Call 805.687-6000
715-1976
.low•. 10 6 Dady Closed Sunday
proved Save' on those
more info. call 492-8607, Ext. GH•8155 for
home. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94
high heating and cool22 B Buoy Rua Erie Shovel - 1972 - will not be
leave a message please.
information
East to 280. Follow 380 to Ralph Wright
ing bills. Call Sears
at saki site - shovel will be at Oak Grove Gravel Pit
Road. Watch for auction signs.
753-2310 for free
on 79 E. app 10 mikis from Paris . INSPECT
estimate_
Will sell 4 or Sold wall telephones•spool
MACHINE BEFORE SALE DATE.
JAMES Interior & Exleg table • metal toys • small round top
terior
painting
.
12
years
trunk •2flat top trunks•old flour barrells
TRUCKS
experience. Call 436Junk
Surplus
• straight chairs • coffee mill • oil lamps
Salvage
2962
1971 Chevy Pickup - 1973 CheNtkup • oil lanterns•old feed basket• cross cut
J L McKnight & Sons
1967 Chevy Pickup - No,207 Chevy
kup Sawmill on Poor Farm
saw •oak parsons table •old spindle back
1967 Chevy Pickup - GI % Ton - Ford Pick Up
Rd Buyer of standing
rocker•old pitcher pump•porcelain pans
Bed - Rogers Dump Bed - IN 800 Ford 1977 timber Call 753-7528
• wash tubs • one unusual old bed • other
LN 800 Ford 1978 - IN 800 Ford 1967 - IN 800
MOWING. hauling,
odd beds • couch & chair • coffee & end
Ford 1976- C65 Chevy 1978- C65 Chevy 1979
pruning, planting. roto- 1600 IN 1968
tables•old chiffarobe•cal buffet•chrome
tilling_ Brush piles.
hedge rows, rubbish
dinette • stone crocks •some old'dishes •
1966-150 MF Tractor - Gas
cleaned up. etc Good
fruit jars•folding table •electric heaters
prices References Call
• electric fans • window air conditioner •
3Cummins Engines - Set of Dollies for Box Trailer
Jerry at 759-9661 7 eve
good upright freezer • new metal carport
- 1 GI Gen. - 1 Me Scrap Metal - 2 Scrap Tanks
per week
still in box • metal awnings•garden tiller
- 1 Pile Tires & Rims
REED help with spring
cleaning Will clean out
• lawn mower • power saw • large circle
TERMS AND CONDITIONS - C:aiiih
basements. garages,
r
or check with
saw•push plow !! black & white T.V.•set%
proper I.D. complete settlement dey of sole. Ancarports. attics, will haul
vice pole • hand and garden tools • many
nouncements day of sale take precedence over
trash and brush Will do
other items not listed. A neighbor is bringrepair work. Have good
previously printed motorist.
references Call 753-0379
ing over items to sell not listed
For more Information contact:
day
or
night
Not responsible for accidents. For more
Henry County Higheray Department
Information and yobr auction tweeds phone
Ray Norwood, Rood Supervisor - 901/642-3162
4364144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Pare. Tenneesee
ALUMINUM
or

;f..,.

poLE

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

rtrrtnyguarnuraw,

°IRBY'S

WE Torgood

WE

Hopkins Insurance Agency
For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Absolute Real Estate Auction

PUBLIC

INTRODUCING

Double D

AUCTION

NOTICE

Saturday, May 31, 1986, will be the last
day to purchase 1986-87 City Stickers,
Business License, Motorcycle License,
without incurring a 10% penalty. The
City Clerk's Office is open MondayFriday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., including
the noon hour and for your convenience
will be open Saturday, May 31, 1986,
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

SERVICE CO.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. and Tenn. 41E31
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Aluminum end vinyl
siding. Cowen, trim
work. References.
Cell Will Id siley
753-04S,

Ii A, y-•
la.•'':1•304 3

LAMB & TAYLOR AUCTION SERVICE
Lie. & Bonded In K. & Tenn. Firm No. 1446
Joe Pet Lamb 502/492-8527
Doug Tinier 901/247-3784
"SATISFACTION IS OUR CRY"
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University professor selected as
state Health Educator of the Year
Dr. James Frank, professor in
the Department of Health.
Physical Education and Recreation at Murray State University.
has been selected as Kentucky
Health Educator of the Year by
the Kentucky Association for
School Health.
Frank received the award at
the association's convention in
April. Dr. Bob Baugh, chairman
of the Department of Health at
Eastern Kentucky University.
made the presentation.
Frank was also elected to
serve as the group's president in
1987.

associated with vitamin and
mineral use to help us with the
regulatory process," said Dr.
Allan Forbes, the FDA's nutrition and food sciences director.
We urge physicians across the
United States to join with us in
this important effort."
A. trade group representing
vitamin manufacturers later
said the group "would be strongly supportive" of efforts to
gather more information about
the effect of diet supplements,
saying the figures would bolster
their position if they are objectively analyzed.

Cleaning

WORTH A

CLOSER LOOK

1986 IROC Z-28
Only

$288°0

Par Month•

1986 Cavalier Z-24

CLEANS ALL TYPES
'
Acoustic Ti.
•Slown Acoustics
•Seami•ss
•Fibefglorso

V-6, Auto. Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes,
Aluminum Wheels, AM/FM Stereo, Cruise, Etc., Etc.

6

OUTSTANDING HEALTH EDUCATOR — Dr. Chad Stewart
(right), chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation at Murray State University, congratulates
Dr. James Frank, professor in the department and recipient of
the Kentucky Health Educator of the Year award. Frank received the honor from the Kentucky Association for School Health at
Its annual convention recently. He was also elected to serve as
president of the association in 1987.

213°°
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC.
Per Month•

Only $

S. 12th St.

Murray, Ky.

RESTORES CEILINGS

HANDY HANDS
Janitorial and Acoustical Ceiling Cleaning
Chris Kendrick, Owner
932 S. 14th St./Mayfield
247-8237

602-753-2117

With Approved Credit. Based on 48 month closed end lease,
plus sales tax and security deposit.

#St

New •
a111,1)141(Ige
The generic priced cigarette
that putsflavor first.
.00.4wawas

LOUISVILLE, Ky. lAP ) —
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford doesn't
have any election opposition, but
he is raising thousands of
dollars. especially from Texas
businessmen.
Ford's re-election campaign
reported raising $47,850 from
Texans during the first three
months of the year, representing
58 percent of the large contributions the Democrat received
from individuals.
Kentuckians gave Ford
$17,748'."-Or 22 percent of the total.
The figures do not include
money from corporations, trade
groups and labor unions through
political action'committees.
From January 1985 to March,
Ford's campaign raised $347.928
in contributions of more than
$200 and 60 percent came from
residents outside Kentucky.
Texans gave 24 percent.
Ford, who is seeking his third
term, is a senior member of the
Senate- Energy Committee,
which has jurisdiction over laws
affecting the oil and gas industry — a critical business in

A-

In the early 1970s, the FDA
Issued regulations banning the
non-prescription sale of superpotent Vitamin A and D products because of a potential"
health risk.

Power Seats, Door Locks & Windows, Auto. Transmission, Air Conditioning, T-Tops, Cruise,Tilt, Etc.. Etc.

Ford raising
funds for his
campaign; but
no opposition

Texas and surrounding states.
Ford declined to be interviewed. but campaign spokesman
Mike Ruehling said fundraising
events in those states had
.nothing to do with his position on
the committee.
He said the fundraisers were
arranged by home -state
lawmakers for several
candidates.
Ford does not have any major
Republican opposition.

But J.B. Cordaro, president of
the Council for Responsible
Nutrition, added he feared the
FDA was "out to prove a
predetermined conclusion." He
noted that the call for more information was accompanied by
disclaimers that not enough was
known about long-term effects
to take action.

Acoustical

Our Rates Have Never Been Lower

Local doctor
re-elected to
represent state
orthodontists
Local • orthOttotititt Dr.
H. Moffitt has been re-elected to
represent the Kentucky Orthodontic Association on the
board of. the Southern Society of
Orthodontists.
Also. he is a member of the
American Association of
Orthodontists
Orthodontists correct tooth
and jaw alignment in adults and
children for long-term dental
health. They treat facial pain
and headaches caused by incorrectly working jaw joints.
Members have at least two
continuous years' orthodontic
specialty training after completing four years of dental
school'.
As a trustee to the regional
organization. Dr. Hasty will
represent the interests of some
90 orthodontists throughout the
state.
Other officers of the Kentucky
Orthodontic Association include
Drs. S. Meredith Johnson, Jr.,
Jeffersonville, In, president:
Robert A. EScher, Jr.,
Louisville, president-elect; and
James A. Wells, Madisonville,
secretary-treasurer.

WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than 10 years after being battered on the issue, the Food and
Drug Administration is
cautiously looking again at the
question of whether "super
vitamins" should be regulated
as drugs.
An FDA official said Monday
the agency is encouraging doctors to record their patients'
vitamin use and to report overdoses and side effects on the
forms they use to report
dangerous reactions to drugs.
"We're looking for clear
documentation of toxicity

Now is The Time To Lease
A New Chevrolet

A member of the faculty since
1964. Frank is the graduate coordinator in the Department of
Health. Physical Education and
Recreation. He received the
B.A. and M.A.Ed. degrees at
Murray State and the Ed.D.
degree at George Paabody College. He has done post-doctoral
work and received ceitification
in sex education and counseling.
A native of Ballard County. he
is an active volunteer with the
American Cancer Society and
currently chairs the division
Volunteer Development Committee. A member of the national Volunteer Development
Committee, he is past resident
of the Murray-Calloway unit and
has been a member of the division Board of Directors for four
years.

FDA examines safety of vitamin use

Cambridge 11111 LIGHTS 111111

Kings
Regular& Menthol,
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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12 mg tar- 0 9 mg nicotine ay per cigarette by FTC method

